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Chapter 2 - Intervening in the brain: 
current understanding and practice 
Introduction 

Chapter 2 - overview 
Illness or injury that results in damage to the brain and its functions can lead to serious disorders that affect memory, 
cognition, movement, or consciousness or cause conditions such as chronic pain. The brain has a limited capacity to 
repair damaged tissue, although new functional connections may be formed.  

The novel neurotechnologies discussed in this report all have the potential – which is in some cases yet to be fully 
demonstrated – to address some of the distressing and disabling effects of brain damage by intervening in the functions 
of the brain itself.  

Our report focuses upon the following four categories of novel neurotechnologies. None of these technologies provides a 
cure for neurological or mental health disorders, but they could ameliorate symptoms, or fulfil assistive roles in ways that 
help improve patients’ quality of life.  

■ Transcranial brain stimulation (TBS) refers to a group of non-invasive neurotechnologies, which stimulate the brain 
either by inducing an electrical field using a magnetic coil placed against the head (transcranial magnetic stimulation 
(TMS)), or by applying weak electrical currents via electrodes on the scalp (transcranial direct current stimulation 
(TDCS) and transcranial alternating current stimulation (TACS)). These technologies have been used as research 
tools, but their therapeutic applications are increasingly being explored, the most established application is in treating 
drug-resistant depression. The exact mechanisms by which TBS achieves its therapeutic effects are still being 
researched. 

■ Deep brain stimulation (DBS) also alters the functioning of brain cells and neural networks by using electrical 
currents, but in this case the stimulation is delivered by electrodes implanted deep in the brain. Therapeutic uses of 
DBS include the treatment of movement disorders, such as those associated with Parkinson’s disease, and of 
neuropathic pain. There is also considerable research activity exploring its use to treat a wide range of psychiatric 
disorders. The exact mechanisms by which DBS achieves its therapeutic effects are unknown. 

■ Brain-computer interfaces (BCIs) use electrodes (either implanted in the brain, or resting on the scalp) to record 
users’ brain signals which are then translated into commands to operate computer-controlled devices. By actively 
producing brain signals, users can control these devices. BCIs could in principle assist users to communicate, control 
prostheses or wheelchairs, support rehabilitation, or facilitate detection of consciousness – making these technologies 
potentially useful to those with paralysis. Therapeutic uses of BCIs are still confined to research contexts, in which non-
invasive techniques are most prevalent.   

■ Neural stem cell therapy involves the injection of stem cells into the brain in order to repair damage caused by acute 
events such as stroke or neurodegenerative conditions such as Alzheimer’s disease. Although this technique could 
have substantial therapeutic potential, neural stem cell therapies are still at an early phase of development; the first 
clinical trials in humans in the UK are now being undertaken. The precise ways in which stem cell grafts may assist in 
repairing lost brain tissue are not known, but these could include direct replacement of lost cells or stimulating repair by 
the brain itself. 

In discussing the ethical and social implications of these technologies, their potential therapeutic benefits must be 
considered alongside any unintended harms associated with their use. Non-invasive neurotechnologies pose the fewest 
risks to patients. Invasive neurotechnologies requiring neurosurgery (such as DBS or neural stem cell therapies), pose 
greater risks, including infection and bleeding associated with surgery itself, and potential unintended physiological and 
functional changes in the brain resulting from the implanted electrodes or stem cells. DBS can also be associated with 
complex unintended effects on mood, cognition and behaviour. 

 

2.1 This chapter offers an overview of the structure and function of the brain, and the principles 
behind brain responses to external intervention. We outline the possible therapeutic uses of four 
categories of novel neurotechnologies: non-invasive neural stimulation, invasive neural 
stimulation, brain-computer interfaces (BCIs) and neural stem cells. We also provide an 
overview of the current evidence of the risks and benefits of these applications. Here we restrict 
the discussion of risks to those directly associated with the application of the technologies, such 
as the side-effects of repeated brain stimulation, or the risks from brain surgery. Wider 
questions relating to ethical issues and societal effects are addressed in each of the subsequent 
chapters. Non-therapeutic applications of novel neurotechnologies are discussed in Chapter 8.  
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Organisation of the brain 

2.2 The brain is the most sophisticated and complex organ in the body. The largest and most 
striking brain structure is the cerebrum, divided into two hemispheres, which are encased within 
the skull and protected from direct outside influence other than by the neural pathways carrying 
information from sensory organs (mainly via the spinal cord and brainstem) or through hormonal 
influences mediated via the blood supply.20

2.3 There are approximately 100 billion neurons in the brain, residing in a complex network of non-
neuronal cells, called glia. While there are ten times more glia cells than neurons, it is the 
neurons that are responsible for sensing changes in the environment, communicating these 
changes to other neurons, and commanding the body’s responses to them. Neurons are 
specialised in complex ways to fulfil particular functions: the number, length and pattern of 
extensions (axons and dendrites) that extend from their cell bodies; the connections they make 
with other neurons; the neurotransmitters that they release to pass on information; and the 
surface channels and receptors, selectively sensitive to particular chemicals. These are just 
some of the features that distinguish individual neurons. Glia appear more uniform, though they 
too contribute to information-processing in individual ways. The three main types of glia are 
astrocytes, which regulate the chemical environment between neurons; oligodendrocytes which 
provide electrical insulation; and microglia, the resident immune cells of the brain, which clean 
up debris and react to disruptions in brain homeostasis such as those caused by brain 
damage.

 

21

2.4 Neuroscientists study the brain at many different levels. Using the neuron as the basic building 
block of brain function, neuroscientists can apply a reductionist approach and study the detailed 
cell biology of the neuron, its genetic machinery, molecular signalling and biophysical 
properties. Alternatively, they may take a wider approach and study the way in which neurons 
form circuits and networks for communication, integration and modulation of information through 
electrical and chemical signalling, or even monitor activity as it relates to whole regions of the 
brain. This final approach can range from the detailed analysis of a simple memory circuit in the 
sea slug Aplysia, to the broader inferences of human brain function using advanced recording 
and imaging techniques in conscious subjects. Some neuroscientists do not focus upon the 
brain itself, but rather upon the cognitive, social and behavioural outcomes of brain function. 
The current view of most neuroscientists is that there needs to be a combined molecular, 
cellular, circuit and systems, and cognitive approach, together with an understanding of human 
behaviour and social interaction, if we are to better understand brain function.  

  

2.5 Neurons conduct information by means of electrical signals. This is not simply a passive 
conductance along nerve fibres, but rather an active process which means that the signals, or 
‘action potentials’, are of fixed size and duration and do not diminish over distance. Information 
is coded by the frequency of action potentials (or ‘firing frequency’ as it is commonly called), but 
also by the number and distribution of neurons that are firing. Action potentials are initiated in 
the brain by the passage of ions across the neuronal cell membrane through specialised 
channels. This normally occurs through the release of neurotransmitters from other neurons, 

 
20  Bear MF, Connors BW and Paradiso MA (2006) Neuroscience: exploring the brain (Lippincott: Williams & Wilkins); Kandel 

ER, Schwartz JH, Jessell TM, Siegelbaum SA and Hudspeth AJ (2012) Principles of neural science, 5th Edition (London: 
McGraw-Hill Medical). 

21  Bear MF, Connors BW and Paradiso MA (2006) Neuroscience: exploring the brain (Lippincott: Williams & Wilkins); Kandel 
ER, Schwartz JH, Jessell TM, Siegelbaum SA and Hudspeth AJ (2012) Principles of neural science, 5th Edition (London: 
McGraw-Hill Medical).  
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connected through specialised junctions, called synapses, or by physical means, such as by 
light falling upon the retina.22

2.6 The brain has evolved such that neurons assemble into clear ‘grey matter’ nuclei, which have 
their own anatomical names (such as the thalamus or the basal ganglia) and which can be seen 
deep within the brain using magnetic resonance neuroimaging techniques or with the naked eye 
in post-mortem brains. This efficient organisation forms the basis of a broad regional 
specialisation of function and is likely to speed up communication. Nerve fibres entering or 
leaving these nuclei are also identifiable as ‘white matter’ bundles or tracts which form key 
routes of communication between brain nuclei. Covering the whole surface of the brain is a 
convoluted, layered sheet of grey matter, which has a thickness of two-to-three millimetres in 
man, but with a surface area of several hundred square centimetres.

 

23

2.7 The cerebral cortex is broadly divided into specialised regions (sensorimotor, visual, auditory, 
olfactory) as well as those for high-level perceptual analysis of faces, places, bodies, visually 
presented words, and thinking about another person’s thoughts.

 This is the cerebral 
cortex, one of the most important parts of the human brain responsible for perception of 
sensations, voluntary movement, learning, speech, cognition and emotional control.  

24 Many cortical regions have 
multiple integrating and analytic properties, and so, despite many popular accounts, regions 
cannot be simply ascribed to a single function. Furthermore, many brain nuclei control less 
obvious, but equally important, functions: for example, hormonal and autonomic functions such 
as cardiovascular control. Many human experiences, such as the perception of pain, have 
sensory, emotional and autonomic components (entailing bodily responses that are separate 
from the brain) and do not involve a single cortical area, but rather involve a spatial and 
temporal pattern of activity in multiple brain regions that are also activated in other contexts, 
such as fear.25 The complexities of cortical circuitry are immense and neuroscientists are 
encompassing new fields of neuroinformatics, or network science, together with more traditional 
biological approaches to try and understand the functional connections within and between 
cortical regions and between the cortex and the deep brain nuclei.26

Brain damage 

  

Box 2.1: Terminology 
There are several terms to describe the different types of damage that can befall the brain, and various other terms to 
describe the elements that comprise the brain’s response, or the response that might be elicited by therapeutic agents. 

Brain injury is often used synonymously with brain damage, although more typically it would be used to refer to the 
damage that might follow traumatic brain injury or a stroke, rather than that following infection or disease. It is typically 
associated with impairment or disability. 

Neurodegeneration refers to the progressive loss of structural integrity and functional capacity in individual nerve cells 
associated with specific disorders. Parkinson’s disease, Alzheimer’s disease, multiple sclerosis and Huntington’s disease 
are examples of neurodegenerative disorders in which specific populations of neurons undergo such change.  

Brain repair is a term often used in two different contexts. The first relates to a natural process of repair undertaken by 
the body following brain damage that involves the immune and circulatory systems as well as neural tissue itself. This 
process seeks to limit damage by facilitating the survival and repair of the brain cells that can be saved, and inducing the 
death and removal of those that cannot. The second refers to a therapeutic approach that seeks to aid this natural 
process. This therapeutic repair might involve neuroprotection, which seeks to aid the survival and recovery of damaged 
nerve cells, or neurotrophism, whereby the growth of nerve cells, or their processes, is encouraged. More ambitiously, it 
might aspire to brain reconstruction, a true regenerative medicine of the brain, in which new brain cells would be 
formed, and connected appropriately to the host brain. This might involve enhanced neurogenesis, namely the 

 
22  Bear MF, Connors BW and Paradiso MA (2006) Neuroscience: exploring the brain (Lippincott: Williams & Wilkins); Kandel 

ER, Schwartz JH, Jessell TM, Siegelbaum SA and Hudspeth AJ (2012) Principles of neural science, 5th Edition (London: 
McGraw-Hill Medical). 

23  Shipp S (2007) Structure and function of the cerebral cortex Science 297(1): 443-9. 
24  Kanwisher N (2010) Functional specificity in the human brain: a window into the functional architecture of the mind 

Proceedings of the National Academy of Sciences 107(25): 11163–70.  
25  Tracey I (2008) Imaging pain British Journal of Anaesthesia 101(1): 32-9. 
26  Shipp S (2007) Structure and function of the cerebral cortex Science 297(1): 443-9. 
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generation of new neurons from endogenous neural stem cells, or the grafting of exogenous cells or other factors. 

Brain damage is a generic term used to describe the destruction of brain tissue that occurs as a consequence of injury, 
infection, or disease. Typically, this damage is associated with a functional impairment or disability. In this report, the term 
‘brain damage’ is used as a general term for the destruction of brain tissue due to any cause leading to disability. 

 

2.8 Like other bodily organs, the brain and spinal cord are subject to damage caused by injury, 
infection, or disease. Many of these types of damage are quite common, and together they are 
responsible for some of the most intractable medical conditions. The most serious include 
traumatic brain injury (TBI), which follows an impact to the skull;27 stroke, where damage results 
from the interruption of the blood supply to the brain;28 and a range of neurodegenerative 
disorders, such as Parkinson’s disease or Alzheimer’s disease, where populations of brain cells 
undergo degenerative change.29 Whatever the cause of the brain damage, there are two 
particular consequences. First, neurons are lost.30 This can be a diffuse loss, such as happens 
in Alzheimer’s disease, or the complete loss of a particular area of brain, which can occur 
following a stroke. Specific populations of neurons may also be targeted by disease processes, 
such as the midbrain dopaminergic neurons lost in Parkinson’s disease, the spinal and cortical 
motor neurone in motor neuron disease, or spinal inhibitory neurons in neuropathic pain.31 In 
other conditions, for example Batten’s disease, almost every nerve cell can be affected. 
Similarly, the loss can be acute as in TBI or stroke, or chronic and progressive as in Alzheimer’s 
disease. Whatever the specifics, however, lost neurons cannot generally be replaced. The 
second consequence of damage is that the connections between brain cells are lost.32

2.9 When nerve cells are lost or connections severed, there is an impact on brain function. The set 
of functions served by a particular neuron population or specific neural pathway become 
compromised. The brain plays an irreducible role in the maintenance and performance of our 
bodies, including controlled movements and autonomic functions, as well as thoughts, 
emotions, memories and behaviour. When the brain is damaged through illness or injury and its 
functions fail, there can be devastating personal consequences. The misery and stress of living 
with a damaged brain, the loss of memory and cognition in dementia, the lack of controlled 
movement in Parkinson’s disease, the relentlessness of neuropathic pain, and the 
hopelessness of depression can profoundly change the lives of the individuals affected and 
those close to them. 

 A central 
example of this is spinal cord injury, where typically a fall or a motor vehicle accident causes 
damage to the spinal column. Consequently the connection between the brain and the spinal 
cord is partly or completely severed, and both sensation and control of muscles are lost or 
reduced significantly. 

2.10 The unfortunate fact is that loss of brain function is often permanent and progressive. Thus, 
while small lesions in brain may be compensated for by ‘rewiring’ or remyelination, neurons in 
the adult brain do not repair themselves if damaged.33

 
27  Headway (2013) What happens in a TBI?, available at: https://www.headway.org.uk/What-happens-in-a-TBI.aspx. 

 An important feature of central nervous 
tissue is that it has a very limited capacity to reverse either the loss of cells or connectivity. 
While some ‘lower’ vertebrates such as frogs and fish have the capacity to rebuild damaged 

28  NHS Choices (2012) Stroke, available at: http://www.nhs.uk/Conditions/Stroke/Pages/Introduction.aspx. 
29  Prusiner SB (2001) Neurodegenerative diseases and prions New England Journal of Medicine 344(20): 1516-26. 
30  Nixon RA and Yang D-S (2012) Autophagy and neuronal cell death in neurological disorders Cold Spring Harbor 

Perspectives in Biology 4(10): 1-23. 
31  Laguna Goya R, Tyers P and Barker R (2008) The search for a curative cell therapy in Parkinson's disease Journal of the 

Neurological Sciences 265(1): 32-42; Rothstein JD (2009) Current hypotheses for the underlying biology of amyotrophic 
lateral sclerosis Annals of Neurology 65(1): S3-S9; Bráz JM, Sharif-Naeini R, Vogt D et al. (2012) Forebrain GABAergic 
neuron precursors integrate into adult spinal cord and reduce injury-induced neuropathic pain Neuron 74(4): 663-75. 

32  Silver J and Miller JH (2004) Regeneration beyond the glial scar Nature Reviews Neuroscience 5(2): 146-56. 
33  Rossi F and Cattaneo E (2002) Neural stem cell therapy for neurological diseases: dreams and reality Nature Reviews 

Neuroscience 3(5): 401-9. 
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brain tissue, mammals do not.34 Unlike other organs, such as the skin, which renews and 
repairs itself by cell division throughout life, the process of neurogenesis, or neuronal birth, is 
largely restricted to the fetal and neonatal brain (with some notable exceptions in specific brain 
regions35).36

2.11 However, the normal, healthy brain is capable of considerable ‘plasticity’ – that is, the capacity 
to continuously shift its functional connectivity. While it was once thought that neuronal 
connections were fixed and that functional adaptation in the adult nervous system was severely 
limited, evidence now suggests that new brain connections are continuously forming and 
reforming.

 Therefore, if neurons die or connections are lost through trauma or disease, they 
will be replaced only minimally. If this loss is major, then the functional consequences are likely 
to be profound and intractable. This is seen very clearly in paraplegics following spinal cord 
damage or in the chronic disability following a serious stroke.  

37 Indeed, the dynamics we most associate with normal brain function – cognition, 
memory, and learning – are almost certainly a reflection of the brain’s plasticity. The functional 
status of patients with traumatic brain injury can therefore improve following rehabilitative 
treatment involving repeated practice and relearning tasks. The mechanisms underlying this 
plasticity are unclear, but are likely to result from the strengthening of neuronal connections 
from remaining, undamaged neurons through activity-dependent processes.38

2.12 Limited functional restoration can be brought about by rehabilitative therapies following brain 
damage and this indicates that neuronal circuits in the brain do have some capacity for 
change.

  

39

Addressing brain damage using neurotechnology 

 Nonetheless, no rehabilitative therapy used on its own has yet had more than an 
ameliorative effect on the consequences of either neuron loss, or the loss of connections 
between neurons. This is the area of unmet medical need that novel neurotechnologies are 
seeking to address.  

2.13 In the following sections, we examine the current state of the art in four categories of 
neurotechnologies that offer potential treatment – albeit often temporary relief rather than a cure 
– or therapeutic assistance to individuals who have neurological and mental health disorders as 
a result of injury or illness. These categories are: transcranial brain stimulation (TBS), deep 
brain stimulation (DBS), brain-computer interfaces (BCIs) and neural stem cell therapies. These 
technologies share the feature that they all, in different ways, intervene in the brain itself – 
where ‘intervention’ is understood in terms of an action undertaken to bring about an effect in 
the brain.  

2.14 Neurostimulation devices and BCIs are thought to work – at least in part – through activating 
and modulating existing networks in the brain. In damaged brains, our understanding of activity-
dependent synaptic plasticity has provided good rationale for attempting to enhance the function 
of remaining, undamaged neurons through external brain stimulation.40

 
34  Bonfanti L and Peretto P (2011) Adult neurogenesis in mammals–a theme with many variations European Journal of 

Neuroscience 34(6): 930-50, at page 944. 

 Neural stem cell 
therapies, meanwhile, aim to replace lost neurons by inserting stem cells into damaged brain 

35  These are the hippocampus and the sub-ependymal zone. 
36  Bonfanti L and Peretto P (2011) Adult neurogenesis in mammals–a theme with many variations European Journal of 

Neuroscience 34(6): 930-50.  
37  Holtmaat A and Svoboda K (2009) Experience-dependent structural synaptic plasticity in the mammalian brain Nature 

Reviews Neuroscience 10(9): 647-58. 
38  Ibid, at 651. 
39  Komitova M, Johansson BB and Eriksson PS (2006) On neural plasticity, new neurons and the postischemic milieu: an 

integrated view on experimental rehabilitation Experimental Neurology 199(1): 42-55. 
40  Schulz R, Gerloff C and Hummel FC (2012) Non-invasive brain stimulation in neurological diseases Neuropharmacology 64: 

579–87. 
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regions, which may have the potential to differentiate and replace neurons within networks.41 
This too has a strong scientific rationale.42

2.15 In the following discussion it is recognised that it may be artificial to consider the brain in 
isolation from rest the nervous system. In light of this, at several points in this chapter we 
consider interventions in other regions of the nervous system as part of the context within which 
we understand the implications of intervening in the brain.  

  

Stimulating the brain 
2.16 We have described the passage of ions required to trigger action potentials in the brain. The 

same effect can also be induced by the external application of an electrical current or field to the 
brain. This is a standard technique used by laboratory neuroscientists when they wish to 
activate specific neurons and nuclei in the brain in order to explore their functional connections 
with another region and thus understand a circuit. A further electrode is commonly used to 
record the pattern of action potentials produced by the electrical stimulation.43

2.17 External stimulation of the brain, if applied repetitively, can also have longer term effects on the 
excitability of neurons, rendering them more or less likely to produce action potentials. This may 
be due to altered levels of chemicals released from stimulated neurons, such as 
neurotransmitters and neuromodulators, but also a change in the number of receptors for those 
chemicals.

  

44 A classic example of this is long term potentiation (LTP) or long term depression 
(LTD), whereby high frequency trains of electrical pulses applied to specific fibre tracts can lead 
to prolonged changes in synaptic communication between affected neurons, long outlasting the 
stimulation period, sometimes for months.45 Such ‘synaptic plasticity’ (the ability of activity in 
neural circuits to alter the subsequent communication between neurons over time) is a 
fundamental principle of brain function and adds further to the complexity of the system. This 
ability of neurons to change in the face of either physiological or externally-applied inputs, or 
structural correlates of this, can be observed by imaging the living brain.46 The application of 
magnetic pulses across the brain can also alter the ability of neurons to produce action 
potentials and this is likely to be due to synaptic plasticity rather than by direct excitation.47

2.18 There are a number of risks associated with brain stimulation. Some of this is attributable to the 
lack of control over what is being stimulated. Neurons can be excitatory or inhibitory (that is, 
they can excite or inhibit activity in other neurons to which they are connected, depending upon 
their neurotransmitter content and the ionic environment) and DBS will not discriminate between 
these.

  

48

 
41  Price J (2011) Reconstructing brains: a biological impossibility? BioSocieties 6(3): 299-322.  

 Much as plasticity following brain damage can be useful (for example, leading to 
recovery after rehabilitation in stroke patients) or harmful (as in the onset of phantom limb pain 
following amputation), there is also a risk that activating particular neurons, fibre tracts and 
circuits might result in, acute or chronic adverse or damaging unintended consequences. 

42  Rossi F and Cattaneo E (2002) Neural stem cell therapy for neurological diseases: dreams and reality Nature Reviews 
Neuroscience 3(5): 401-9. 

43  Newer optogenetic approaches, whereby specific groups of neurons are genetically manipulated to express light-sensitive 
ion channels, allow stimulation of neurons with laser probes inserted into the brain, rather than with conventional electrodes. 
See: Han X (2012) Optogenetics in the nonhuman primate Progress in Brain Research 196: 215-33. 

44  Spitzer NC (2012) Activity-dependent neurotransmitter respecification Nature Reviews Neuroscience 13(2): 94-106. 
45  Cooke S and Bliss T (2006) Plasticity in the human central nervous system Brain 129(7): 1659-73. 
46  Berning S, Willig KI, Steffens H, Dibaj P and Hell SW (2012) Nanoscopy in a living mouse brain Science 335(6068): 551 
47  Funke K and Benali A (2010) Cortical cellular actions of transcranial magnetic stimulation Restorative Neurology and 

Neuroscience 28(4): 399-417. 
48  Although TMS and TDCS will. See paragraph 2.32. 
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Neurons and tracts may also be damaged by local high current densities or mechanical 
movements.49

2.19 These risks also extend to the behaviour and function of glial cells. Glial cells may accumulate 
in the stimulated region and cause neuronal changes. External stimulation of the brain will also 
alter glial cell function in ways that are poorly understood.

 

50 Astrocytes (a category of glial cell) 
are known to assemble into networks of cells that can propagate calcium waves upon 
stimulation and form a tripartite synapse together with neuronal synapses playing an active role 
in neural signalling. Astrocytes are also likely to react to the ‘foreign’ implanted stimulation 
electrode. Microglia respond to intense neural firing by migrating to the stimulated region and 
changing their properties to releasing a range of cytokines that can cause neuronal 
hypersensitivity.51

2.20 We turn now to describing the four categories of novel neurotechnologies that are the focus of 
this report, starting with techniques for non-invasive neural stimulation. 

 

Transcranial brain stimulation 
2.21 There are currently three modes of transcranial brain stimulation in use: transcranial magnetic 

stimulation (TMS); transcranial direct current stimulation (TDCS); and transcranial alternating 
current stimulation52

2.22 Stimulation of the brain using currents is not new. The ability to apply electrodes to the scalp 
and to pass a direct current between them has been available for over a century (direct current 
stimulation). Stimulation using electromagnetic induction (TMS) is a more recent development.

 (TACS).  

53

Specific procedures in TBS  

 

2.23 TMS has been used since 1985 when it was developed to assist in assessing studies of the 
motor system. In TMS, a coil is placed over the scalp and a large current is passed through the 
coil, delivering a ‘TMS pulse’, with each pulse lasting less than 1ms. It is this rapid exchange of 
current that gives TMS the ability to stimulate brain tissue. TMS is best understood in studies of 
the motor system54 and the most common way of assessing its effects is through measuring 
muscle responses following stimulation to the motor cortex either in research or clinical 
settings.55 In studies of cognition, the effects of TMS are measured in terms of small percentage 
changes in reaction time, or changes in behavioural performance on psychological tasks – for 
example, the time taken to complete sentences, recognise faces or add numbers.56

 
49  Pilitsis JG, Chu Y, Kordower J et al. (2008) Postmortem study of deep brain stimulation of the anterior thalamus: case report 

Neurosurgery 62(2): E530-E2. 

 

50  Vedam-Mai V, van Battum E, Kamphuis W et al. (2011) Deep brain stimulation and the role of astrocytes Molecular 
Psychiatry 17(2): 124-31. 

51  Hathway GJ, Vega-Avelaira D, Moss A, Ingram R and Fitzgerald M (2009) Brief, low frequency stimulation of rat peripheral 
C-fibres evokes prolonged microglial-induced central sensitization in adults but not in neonates Pain 144(1): 110-8. 

52  Transcranial alternating current stimulation includes the technique transcranial random noise stimulation (TRNS). 
53  Barker AT, Jalinous R and Freeston IL (1985) Non-invasive magnetic stimulation of human motor cortex The Lancet 

325(8437): 1106-7.  
54  Amassian V, Stewart M, Quirk G and Rosenthal J (1987) Physiological basis of motor effects of a transient stimulus to 

cerebral cortex Neurosurgery 20(1): 74-93; Berardelli A, Inghilleri M, Rothwell JC, Cruccu G and M. M (1991) Multiple firing 
of motorneurons is produced by cortical stimulation but not by direct activation of the descending motor tracts 
Electroencaphalography & Clinical Neurophysiology 81(3): 240-2; Rossini P, Berardelli A, Deuschl G et al. (1999) 
Applications of magnetic cortical stimulation Electroencaphalography & Clinical Neurophysiology Supplement 52: 171-85. 

55  Deletis V and Bueno De Camargo A (2002) Interventional neurophysiological mapping during spinal cord procedures 
Stereotactic and Functional Neurosurgery 779(1-4): 25-8.  

56  Walsh V and Cowey A (1998) Magnetic stimulation studies of visual cognition Trends in Cognitive Sciences 2(3): 103-10; 
Walsh V and Pascual-Leone A (2003) Neurochronometrics of mind: transcranial magnetic stimulation in cognitive science 
(Cambridge, MA: MIT Press).  
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2.24 TDCS is the application of weak electric fields to the scalp via sponge electrodes. Only a small 
proportion of the current stimulates brain tissue.57 The effects of TDCS, like TMS, are measured 
in terms of small percentage or reaction time changes in behavioural performance on 
psychological tasks. The effects of TDCS on the motor system can be assessed by using TMS 
to measure the sensitivity of muscle responses.58

2.25 TACS is delivered using the same apparatus as TDCS and the procedures are identical but 
rather than direct current, alternating current is used. Alternating current entrains cortical activity 
at specific frequencies.

 

59 It is used when examining or manipulating a brain function associated 
with brain oscillations.60

2.26 TMS, TDCS and TACS are all simple, non-invasive procedures. The TMS coil or the DC/AC 
electrodes are placed on the scalp regions overlying the areas to be stimulated. The subject is 
conscious, no anaesthetic is required and the procedures are rarely uncomfortable. In a typical 
TMS experiment, a subject will receive between one and ten pulses every few seconds. In some 
studies, TMS is delivered in high frequency bursts for up to 190 seconds

   

61 or in low frequency 
trains (usually 1 Hz) for up to 30 minutes,62 with the aim of changing the level of excitability of a 
brain network. The brain region to be stimulated is located either by using scalp coordinates 
from electroencephalography (EEG) procedures, which use non-invasive electrodes to pick up 
areas of brain activity, or by positioning the coil guided by a structural magnetic resonance 
imaging (MRI) scan of the subject’s brain. The TMS coil can also be co-registered with the 
coordinates of functional MRI studies.63

2.27 In a typical DC/AC experiment, subjects will be continuously stimulated for between five and 20 
minutes. The electrodes are placed according to the 10-20 EEG system (that is, according to 
locations measured from the ears or skull landmarks) or, rarely, according to MRI data. During 
DC/AC, the subject will usually be required to perform a psychological task. 

 

Current therapeutic applications of TBS 

2.28 The importance of TBS methods lies in their current use as research tools and their potential as 
therapeutic delivery devices. As research tools, they permit researchers to interfere transiently 
with brain function and thus attempt to model some effects of brain damage, such as speech 
difficulties following stroke.64 They also permit researchers to attempt to change perceptual 
experiences65 or behavioural choices66 to try to understand cognitive systems. Over 3,500 
research papers have been published using these methods (mostly TMS) since 1985.67

 
57  Nitsche M and Paulus W (2000) Excitability changes induced in the human motor cortex by weak transcranial direct current 

stimulation The Journal of Physiology 527(3): 633-9. 

 

58  Ibid, at 634.  
59  Zaehle T, Rach S and Herrmann CS (2010) Transcranial alternating current stimulation enhances individual alpha activity in 

human EEG PLoS ONE 5(11): e13766. 
60  Kanai R, Chaieb L, Antal A, Walsh V and Paulus W (2008) Frequency-dependent electrical stimulation of the visual cortex 

Current Biology 18(23): 1839-43; Ridding MC and Ziemann U (2010) Determinants of the induction of cortical plasticity by 
non-invasive brain stimulation in healthy subjects The Journal of Physiology 588(13): 2291-304; Feurra M, Paulus W, Walsh 
V and Kanai R (2011) Frequency specific modulation of human somatosensory cortex Frontiers in Psychology 2(3): 1-6. 

61  Huang YZ, Edwards MJ, Rounis E, Bhatia KP and Rothwell JC (2005) Theta burst stimulation of the human motor cortex 
Neuron 45(2): 201-6.  

62  Ibid, at 205.  
63  Sack AT, Cohen Kadosh R, Schuhmann T et al. (2009) Optimizing functional accuracy of TMS in cognitive studies: a 

comparison of methods Journal of Cognitive Neuroscience 21(2): 207-21. 
64  Stewart L, Walsh V, Frith U and Rothwell J (2001) TMS produces two dissociable types of speech disruption Neuroimage 

13(3): 472-8. 
65  Silvanto J, Muggleton NG, Cowey A and Walsh V (2007) Neural adaptation reveals state‐dependent effects of transcranial 

magnetic stimulation European Journal of Neuroscience 25(6): 1874-81. 
66  Cho SS, Pellecchia G, Ko JH et al. (2012) Effect of continuous theta burst stimulation of the right dorsolateral prefrontal 

cortex on cerebral blood flow changes during decision making Brain Stimulation 5(2): 116-23. 
67  From a search conducted by the Working Party on PubMed.  
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Use of TBS in depression 

2.29 TMS and TDCS are both used in drug resistant depression,68 and several meta-analyses have 
concluded that TMS has significant clinical effects.69 Additional benefits of TMS over 
electroconvulsive therapy (ECT), which is the most effective treatment for severe depression, is 
that TMS does not require anaesthetic, is not associated with memory loss and does not require 
a seizure to be induced to achieve its effect, all of which are drawbacks of ECT.70 Only a small 
number of TMS stimulation parameters have been tested and it is not possible to predict which 
patients will benefit from this kind of treatment, but at least one quarter to one third of patients 
respond positively and more protocols are being tested.71 The effect size is not negligible and is 
comparable to any individual antidepressant.72 In the UK, the National Institute for Health and 
Care Excellence (NICE) Interventional Procedures Programme (IPP) has advised that TMS 
should, at present, only be used for the purposes of researching its efficacy in treating 
depression.73 TMS has, however, been licensed for use in the United States by the US Food 
and Drug Administration (FDA).74 The use of TDCS in depression has been less extensively 
studied than TMS, but already a consensus is emerging that TDCS may be beneficial.75

Use of TMS, TDCS in other mental health and neurological disorders.  

 

2.30 There are many applications of TBS in mental health and neurological disorders that are at 
varying levels of scientific and clinical maturity. Many conditions have at least one study making 
positive therapeutic claims including schizophrenia, Tourette’s syndrome, pain, addiction, 
epilepsy, decision making, memory loss, anxiety disorders, tinnitus, migraine, obsessive 
compulsive disorders, sleep, movement disorders (dystonia, Parkinson’s disease, ataxia) and 
stroke. The most advanced of these are addiction,76 stroke,77 and tinnitus.78 Work in addiction 
has shown that people’s choices and cravings can be temporarily changed by TDCS.79 Trials 
with stroke patients have shown that some relearning can be moderately accelerated following 
TDCS.80 In tinnitus, TMS has been used to screen patients prior to brain implants and both 
TDCS and TACS have shown promising results.81

 
68  Lisanby SH, Kinnunen LH and Crupain MJ (2002) Applications of TMS to therapy in psychiatry Journal of Clinical 

Neurophysiology 19(4): 344-60; O'Reardon JP, Solvason HB, Janicak PG et al. (2007) Efficacy and safety of transcranial 
magnetic stimulation in the acute treatment of major depression: a multisite randomized controlled trial Biological Psychiatry 
62(11): 1208-16; George MS, Lisanby SH, Avery D et al. (2010) Daily left prefrontal transcranial magnetic stimulation therapy 
for major depressive disorder: a sham-controlled randomized trial Archives of General Psychiatry 67(5): 507-16. 

 Even so, there have been no large clinical 
trials in any of these areas. Studies are usually on small groups of patients and even though 
some are of high quality, they remain preliminary.  

69  See: Kozel A and George M (2002) Meta-analysis of left prefrontal repetitive transcranial magnetic stimulation (rTMS) to treat 
depression Journal of Psychiatric Practice 8(5): 270-5; NICE (2007) Transcranial magnetic stimulation for severe depression 
available at: http://www.nice.org.uk/nicemedia/live/11327/38391/38391.pdf. 

70  Carney S, Cowen P, Geddes J et al. (2003) Efficacy and safety of electroconvulsive therapy in depressive disorders: a 
systematic review and meta-analysis The Lancet 361(9360): 799 - 808. 

71  O'Reardon JP, Solvason HB, Janicak PG et al. (2007) Efficacy and safety of transcranial magnetic stimulation in the acute 
treatment of major depression: a multisite randomized controlled trial Biological Psychiatry 62(11): 1208-16. 

72  Ibid, at 1214.  
73  NICE (2007) Transcranial magnetic stimulation for severe depression, available at: 

http://www.nice.org.uk/nicemedia/live/11327/38391/38391.pdf. 
74  FDA (2011) K061053; NeuroStar TMS System, available at: http://www.accessdata.fda.gov/cdrh_docs/pdf6/K061053.pdf. 
75  Loo CK, Alonzo A, Martin D et al. (2012) Transcranial direct current stimulation for depression: 3-week, randomised, sham-

controlled trial The British Journal of Psychiatry 200(1): 52-9. 
76  Levasseur-Moreau J and Fecteau S (2012) Translational application of neuromodulation of decision-making Brain 

Stimulation 5(2): 77-83, pp79--80. 
77  Miniussi C, Cappa SF, Cohen LG et al. (2008) Efficacy of repetitive transcranial magnetic stimulation/transcranial direct 

current stimulation in cognitive neurorehabilitation Brain Stimulation 1(4): 326-36. 
78  De Ridder D, De Mulder G, Walsh V et al. (2004) Magnetic and electrical stimulation of the auditory cortex for intractable 

tinnitus Journal of Neurosurgery 100(3): 560-4. 
79  Fecteau S, Knoch D, Fregni F et al. (2007) Diminishing risk-taking behavior by modulating activity in the prefrontal cortex: a 

direct current stimulation study The Journal of Neuroscience 27(46): 12500-5. 
80  Schlaug G RVND (2008) Transcranial direct current stimulation in stroke recovery Archives of Neurology 65(12): 1571-6. 
81  Nitsche M and Paulus W (2000) Excitability changes induced in the human motor cortex by weak transcranial direct current 

stimulation The Journal of Physiology 527(3): 633-9; De Ridder D, De Mulder G, Walsh V et al. (2004) Magnetic and 
electrical stimulation of the auditory cortex for intractable tinnitus Journal of Neurosurgery 100(3): 560-4; Fregni F, 
Marcondes R, Boggio PS et al. (2006) Transient tinnitus suppression induced by repetitive transcranial magnetic stimulation 
and transcranial direct current stimulation European Journal of Neurology 13(9): 996-1001. 
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2.31 From a clinical perspective, the caveat in all claims surrounding TBS is that these methods have 
only small, transient effects on the brain. These are impressive, interesting and publishable for 
experimental scientists but the effects are usually unable to outlast a few seconds and 
occasionally minutes (TMS), or a few tens of minutes (TDCS). To produce clinical effects, TBS 
needs to be used as an adjunct to other therapies or delivered every day at intensities and 
durations greater than those used in experiments (as might be required in the treatment of 
depression).82

Mechanisms of action of TBS 

 

2.32 The exact mechanisms of TMS, TDCS and TACS continue to be investigated. However, there is 
considerable understanding of the changes that these techniques produce in neuronal 
pathways in the brain. Unlike other methods of brain study, many of which rely on brain imaging 
techniques, TBS has an effect on the human brain rather than solely measuring its output. The 
principles of electromagnetic stimulation that underpin these methods are, however, well 
understood and electrical currents can be used to selectively activate subpopulations of 
neurons: excitatory or inhibitory neural systems can be controlled by selecting stimulation 
polarity frequency or duration.83 In TMS, TDCS and TACS, effects spread beyond the principle 
site of stimulation. This can mistakenly lead to the belief that the site of stimulation is unknown, 
but the main effects are usually to be found at the site of stimulation.84 In TMS, the spread of 
current is predictable according to anatomical pathways, while in TDCS and TACS, the spread 
is less predictable because of current shunted by cerebrospinal fluid. Even here, studies of the 
motor cortex show that the main effects are under the site of the stimulating electrode and 
recent advances in multi channel DC stimulation show greater specificity.85

TMS  

 

2.33 The rapidly changing current used in TMS induces a magnetic field which passes unattenuated 
through the scalp which, in turn, induces an electrical field in the underlying cortical tissue. This 
electrical field causes brain cells to be active. So, the name ‘magnetic’ stimulation is something 
of a misnomer; the effect is electrical stimulation produced as an example of Faraday’s law of 
electromagnetic induction.86 TMS can be delivered in single pulses or multiple pulses, in the 
latter case to try to extend the effects beyond the period of stimulation and selective stimulation 
of excitatory or inhibitory neurons is achieved by modifying the time between pulses.87 Theta 
burst TMS delivers several hundred pulses over a few tens of seconds and induces a period of 
inhibition.88

 
82  O'Reardon JP, Solvason HB, Janicak PG et al. (2007) Efficacy and safety of transcranial magnetic stimulation in the acute 

treatment of major depression: a multisite randomized controlled trial Biological Psychiatry 62(11): 1208-16, at 1214. 

 However, the effects of a particular stimulation paradigm on the resting motor 
threshold when the subject remains relaxed and stationary does not mean that behavioural 
effects will also be observed. This is important to note when reading claims about transferability 
to use in the ‘real world’. Experimental conditions – where subjects are relaxed, still, or 

83  Werhahn KJ, Kunesch E, Noachtar S, Benecke R and Classen J (1999) Differential effects on motorcortical inhibition 
induced by blockade of GABA uptake in humans The Journal of Physiology 517(2): 591-7; Sack AT, Cohen Kadosh R, 
Schuhmann T et al. (2009) Optimizing functional accuracy of TMS in cognitive studies: a comparison of methods Journal of 
Cognitive Neuroscience 21(2): 207-21; Stagg CJ, Best JG, Stephenson MC et al. (2009) Polarity-sensitive modulation of 
cortical neurotransmitters by transcranial stimulation The Journal of Neuroscience 29(16): 5202-6; Jacobson L, Koslowsky M 
and Lavidor M (2012) tDCS polarity effects in motor and cognitive domains: a meta-analytical review Experimental Brain 
Research 216(1): 1-10. 

84  Walsh V and Pascual-Leone A (2003) Neurochronometrics of mind: transcranial magnetic stimulation in cognitive science 
(Cambridge, MA: MIT Press). 

85  Datta A, Bansal V, Diaz J et al. (2009) Gyri–precise head model of transcranial DC stimulation: Improved spatial focality 
using a ring electrode versus conventional rectangular pad Brain Stimulation 2(4): 201-7. 

86  Greiner W and Bromley DA (1998) Classical electrodynamics, Volume 1 (Berlin: Springer).  
87  Kujirai T, Caramia M, Rothwell J et al. (1993) Corticocortical inhibition in human motor cortex The Journal of Physiology 

471(1): 501-19. 
88  Huang YZ, Edwards MJ, Rounis E, Bhatia KP and Rothwell JC (2005) Theta burst stimulation of the human motor cortex 

Neuron 45(2): 201-6. 
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performing a routine task – are likely to be markedly different from those outside the laboratory 
(see paragraphs 8.12 to 8.14). For example, it is often the case that normal brain activity – for 
example that associated with talking, writing, and walking – will immediately nullify the 
measurable effects of TMS, TDCS or TACS. This is in contrast to some of the words used to 
describe these methods such as ‘zapping’, ’brain-boosting’ or, ‘brain doping’ which suggest 
large, dramatic and lasting effects on the brain. 

 
Figure 1: TMS 

TDCS and TACS  

2.34 Investigation of the effects of static electric fields on neurons in vivo have a long history, and 
rely on the orientation of neurons relative to the induced electric field.89 The spatial resolution of 
DC is a function of voltage-sensitive channels. The main effect of DC is to change firing rates of 
cells but, unlike TMS, it does not induce spontaneous neural activity. Anodal stimulation causes 
increases in excitation; cathodal stimulation causes increases in inhibition, reflected in the 
relative concentrations of GABA and glutamate,90 major inhibitory and excitatory 
neurotransmitters. The currents delivered are usually between 0.5 and 2mA. Approximately half 
of this current is absorbed by the scalp91

 
89  Hern J, Landgren S, Phillips C and Porter R (1962) Selective excitation of corticofugal neurones by surface-anodal 

stimulation of the baboon's motor cortex The Journal of Physiology 161(1): 73-90. 

 and most of the rest by cerebrospinal fluid. It is 

90  Stagg CJ and Nitsche MA (2011) Physiological basis of transcranial direct current stimulation The Neuroscientist 17(1): 37-
53. 

91  Miranda PC, Lomarev M and Hallett M (2006) Modeling the current distribution during transcranial direct current stimulation 
Clinical Neurophysiology 117(7): 1623-9. 
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estimated that for a 2mA current, the density induced in the cortex is approximately 1µA/cm.92 
Of all the modern methods for human brain imaging and stimulation, the mechanisms of TDCS 
are the best understood. AC stimulation is most likely to have an effect via rhythmic stimulation 
which entrains or enhances endogenous neurophysiologic activity, rather than through 
polarising brain tissue.93

Figure 2: TDCS 

 

Proposed therapeutic applications emerging in the literature 

2.35 As noted above, the literature in TBS is replete with claims about its possible use in any number 
of neurological and mental health conditions and enhancement interventions. Whether any of 
these come to fruition will depend on larger, better controlled studies and with further knowledge 
of the practicalities of using relevant equipment in therapeutic settings.  

2.36 The field, however, is poised to make contributions and there are real possibilities in depression, 
tinnitus, addictive behaviours, stroke rehabilitation, migraine and pain management. However, 
the more cognitive the functions the weaker the scientific foundations are for them. There are 
emerging claims of the ability of TBS to improve cognitive functions such as memory in the 
absence of pathology and at the limits of what might be considered pathology. We return to 
discuss these in Chapter 8. 

 
92  Miranda PC, Faria P and Hallett M (2009) What does the ratio of injected current to electrode area tell us about current 

density in the brain during tDCS? Clinical Neurophysiology 120: 1183-7. 
93  Zaehle T, Rach S and Herrmann CS (2010) Transcranial alternating current stimulation enhances individual alpha activity in 

human EEG PLoS ONE 5(11): e13766. 
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2.37 Nevertheless, there are simple physical limits to TBS. The use of magnetic fields cannot 
achieve spatial resolution to target areas of the brain with pinpoint accuracy. Acceptable levels 
and duration of magnetic pulses will be limited by the comfort of patients. In addition, the 
delivery of AC or DC currents is limited by the effects of current density and heating of the hair 
and scalp.  

Technology-related risks and potential unintended consequences 

2.38 There is little danger from the application of TMS or DC/AC currents per se. The sensations of 
participants or patients undergoing TMS will be an experience of an auditory click and a tactile 
‘tap’ under the coil every time a pulse is discharged. They may also experience a transient facial 
muscle twitch but this is usually avoided. If the motor cortex is stimulated, the participant or 
patient may experience finger twitches. With TDCS or TACS, they may be aware of a faint 
tingling sensation under the electrodes. In cognitive experiments with TMS, TDCS or TACS 
participants are rarely aware of any change in their behaviour or experience. 

2.39 The major theoretical risk with using TMS is of inducing an epileptic seizure. However, current 
guidelines and exclusion criteria make this risk extremely small. The number of seizures in 
individuals without prior history of epilepsy or drugs that reduce their seizure threshold has not 
reached double figures worldwide since the advent of TMS in 1985. Indeed, all of these cases 
occurred before the current guidelines came into force.94

2.40 Other unintended consequences associated with inducing brain activity using TBS are also very 
small. For example, in research settings there are some indications of TMS causing brief 
interference with memory.

 The greatest danger comes from using 
these techniques outside their safety limits.  

95 Vigilance for other kinds of cognitive interference has been 
advised.96

2.41 A different kind of risk arises from researchers making unsubstantiated claims about what TBS 
can achieve in the long term, thereby stimulating brains unnecessarily. For example, 
researchers may make claims that these methods can improve cognitive performance based on 
small, temporary, but statistically significant laboratory findings that may not be translatable to 
real-world applications. We return to this topic in Chapter 8. 

  

 
94  Rossi S, Hallett M, Rossini PM and Pascual-Leone A (2009) Safety, ethical considerations, and application guidelines for the 

use of transcranial magnetic stimulation in clinical practice and research Clinical Neurophysiology 120(12): 2008-39. 
95  Horvath JC, Perez JM, Forrow L, Fregni F and Pascual-Leone A (2011) Transcranial magnetic stimulation: a historical 

evaluation and future prognosis of therapeutically relevant ethical concerns Journal of Medical Ethics 37(3): 137-43; Rossi S, 
Hallett M, Rossini PM and Pascual-Leone A (2009) Safety, ethical considerations, and application guidelines for the use of 
transcranial magnetic stimulation in clinical practice and research Clinical Neurophysiology 120(12): 2008-39.  

96  Horvath JC, Perez JM, Forrow L, Fregni F and Pascual-Leone A (2011) Transcranial magnetic stimulation: a historical 
evaluation and future prognosis of therapeutically relevant ethical concerns Journal of Medical Ethics 37(3): 137-43, at page 
141. 
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Deep brain stimulation 
Specific procedures used for DBS 

 

Figure 3: DBS 

2.42 Deep-brain stimulation (DBS) was first developed in France in 1987 and evolved out of the 
ablative, or lesioning, surgeries where neurosurgeons used heat probes to burn and 
permanently damage small regions of the brain which were malfunctioning.97 Now, DBS is the 
most widely used neurosurgical form of therapeutic brain stimulation.98 DBS involves implanting 
electrode arrays into a deep subcortical brain nucleus using image-guided stereotactic 
neurosurgical techniques. The particular electrode placement depends on the condition being 
treated and pulses of current are applied to the affected region in an attempt to correct the 
functional deficit. DBS electrode leads are connected to battery-driven stimulus generators 
(IPGs) which are implanted subcutaneously, such that the system is located entirely within the 
patient’s body. Stimulation parameters can be set via a handheld control; typical settings are 
60–130 Hz, 60–200 μs pulse width, and 2–10 volts.99

 
97  Hariz MI, Blomstedt P and Zrinzo L (2010) Deep brain stimulation between 1947 and 1987: the untold story Neurosurgical 

Focus 29(2): E1. 

  

98  Ibid.  
99  Holtzheimer PE and Mayberg HS (2011) Deep brain stimulation for psychiatric disorders Annual review of neuroscience 34: 

289-307.  
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Current therapeutic applications of DBS 

2.43 DBS has developed during the past 20 years as a treatment option for several different 
disorders. Stimulation of specific thalamic nuclei improves tremor control, slowness of 
movement, gait disturbance, and rigidity in patients with Parkinson’s disease, while stimulation 
of specific regions of the globus pallidus relieves primary dystonia (a movement disorder 
involving sustained muscle contractions). Evidence for the success of this procedure in 
essential tremor, Parkinson’s disease and dystonia has led to further, widespread applications 
such as for chronic pain, epilepsy, migraine, Alzheimer’s disease, and obesity, with variable 
evidence of improvement.100 DBS is an elective intervention that is neither life-saving, nor 
curative. Patients usually choose this method in order to improve their quality of life, which is 
greatly limited for some due to the illness and the undesired effects of pharmaceutical 
treatments.101

2.44 In the UK, the use of DBS for patients with drug-resistant Parkinson’s disease has been 
assessed by NICE’s Interventional Procedures Programme and it is recommended that DBS is 
performed by a multidisciplinary team including a neurologist, neurosurgeon and psychologist, 
and is assessed on a patient-by-patient basis.

  

102 In the United States, DBS that positions 
electrodes in various basal ganglia has approval from the FDA for essential tremor, Parkinson’s 
disease and dystonia.103 Consensus statements provide recommendations to patients, 
physicians, and other health care providers on DBS for Parkinson’s disease.104

2.45 Mood changes have long been reported in studies of DBS for movement disorders and this has 
led to an enormous interest in the potential use of DBS for mental health disorders, especially 
treatment-resistant depression and treatment-resistant OCD focussing on a number of different 
stimulation targets in the brain.

 

105 Although mental health conditions are among the most 
difficult to treat, the possibility of a placebo effect cannot be discounted.106 It has been 
suggested that before widespread clinical use for these purposes is considered, it will be 
necessary to replicate early data in larger, placebo-controlled trials.107

2.46 DBS is being used increasingly as an experimental treatment for patients with OCD that is 
resistant to psychological therapy.

 

108 In 2009, Medtronic received European marketing approval 
for the use of their DBS device to treat chronic, severe treatment-resistant OCD109 although this 
use has not been considered by NICE, nor is it supported by the charity OCD-UK.110

 
100  Lyons MK (2011) Deep brain stimulation: current and future clinical applications Mayo Foundation 86(7): 662-72 

 In 2009, 
the FDA approved the use of DBS for clinical trials: the decision was based on a study of 26 
patients with severe OCD that showed a 40 per cent reduction in symptoms after a year of DBS. 

101  Glannon W (2009) Stimulating brains, altering minds Journal of Medical Ethics 35(5): 289-92 at page 292; Müller S and 
Christen M (2011) Deep brain stimulation in Parkinsonian patients: ethical evaluation of cognitive, affective, and behavioral 
sequelae AJOB Neuroscience 2(1): 3-13. 

102  NICE (2003) Deep brain stimulation for Parkinson's disease, available at: http://egap.evidence.nhs.uk/deep-brain-stimulation-
for-parkinsons-disease-ipg019. 

103  Department of Neurology: UNC School of Medicine (2013) Deep brain stimulation, available at: 
http://www.med.unc.edu/neurology/divisions/movement-disorders/copy_of_deep-brain-stimulation.  

104  Bronstein JM, Tagliati M, Alterman RL et al. (2011) Deep brain stimulation for Parkinson disease: an expert consensus and 
review of key issues Archives of Neurology 68(2): 165-71.  

105  These include the subcallosal white matter, ventral capsule/ventral striatum, nucleus accumbens and sub thalamic peduncle 
(v) habenula. Holtzheimer PE and Mayberg HS (2011) Deep brain stimulation for psychiatric disorders Annual review of 
neuroscience 34: 289-307, pp296-8.  

106  Goetz CG, Wuu J, McDermott MP et al. (2008) Placebo response in Parkinson's disease: comparisons among 11 trials 
covering medical and surgical interventions Movement disorders 23(5): 690-9. 

107  Holtzheimer PE and Mayberg HS (2011) Deep brain stimulation for psychiatric disorders Annual review of neuroscience 34: 
289-307;  

108  Goodman WK, Foote KD, Greenberg BD et al. (2010) Deep brain stimulation for intractable obsessive compulsive disorder: 
pilot study using a blinded, staggered-onset design Biological Psychiatry 67(6): 535-42; Denys D, Mantione M, Figee M et al. 
(2010) Deep brain stimulation of the nucleus accumbens for treatment-refractory obsessive-compulsive disorder Archives of 
General Psychiatry 67(10): 1061-68.  

109  Medtronic (2011) Getting DBS therapy for OCD, available at: http://www.medtronic.co.uk/your-health/ocd/getting-a-
device/index.htm. 

110  OCD-UK (2011) Deep brain stimulation, available at: http://www.ocduk.org/deep-brain-stimulation. 
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Some of the original pioneers of this treatment have expressed severe doubts about this 
approval and its potential for misuse.111 Recent results using DBS in the nucleus accumbens112 
and ventral capsule/ventral striatum113

2.47 DBS is also used for the treatment of neuropathic pain which is resistant to analgesic therapy. 
NICE recommends that DBS in this context should be carried out by multidisciplinary teams 
specialising in chronic pain management.

 in small groups of patients, with stringent criteria for 
resistance to existing treatments, and blinded design, show significant improvement in some but 
not all patients with OCD. 

114 DBS has not been approved by the FDA for the 
relief of chronic neuropathic pain, and has variable outcomes in neuropathic pain patients, but 
appears to have some long-term efficacy for select aetiologies in clinical case series.115 Clinical 
trials with long term follow-up are required to assess the efficacy of this technique over other 
treatments.116

2.48 Novel applications for DBS are published regularly, based on single case or small group 
experimental studies including obesity,

  

117 addiction,118 epilepsy,119 Alzheimer’s disease, and 
Alzheimer’s-type dementia.120 DBS has also been used for Tourette’s syndrome,121 anorexia 
nervosa122 and cluster headache.123 Proof of principle also exists for the use of DBS in 
minimally conscious states.124 Each of these applications are in differing states of evolution and 
are supported by varying degrees of evidence, but none has a sufficiently strong evidence base 
to be considered effective at present. Targeting DBS using combined functional magnetic 
resonance imaging (fMRI) is likely to help increase the precision of this technique. Low-intensity 
focused ultrasound pulsation (LIFUP) is a new non-invasive brain stimulation method that uses 
ultrasound focused noninvasively through the skull anywhere within the brain, together with 
concurrent imaging fMRI. This technique is still in preclinical testing but holds promise.125

Mechanism of action of DBS  

 

2.49 The exact mechanism of action in DBS is unknown but, as in TBS, reasonable explanations 
have been proposed on the basis of current neuroscientific knowledge. The main effect is likely 
to be due to the passage of current in the vicinity of the stimulating electrode, directly exciting 
local neuronal cell bodies and axons. The effects will depend upon whether these neurons are 

 
111  Goodman S (2002) France wires up to treat obsessive disorder Nature. 
112  Denys D, Mantione M, Figee M et al. (2010) Deep brain stimulation of the nucleus accumbens for treatment-refractory 

obsessive-compulsive disorder Archives of General Psychiatry 67(10): 1061-68. 
113  Goodman WK, Foote KD, Greenberg BD et al. (2010) Deep brain stimulation for intractable obsessive compulsive disorder: 

pilot study using a blinded, staggered-onset design Biological Psychiatry 67(6): 535-42. 
114  NICE (2011) Deep brain stimulation for refractory chronic pain syndromes (excluding headache), available at: 

http://www.nice.org.uk/nicemedia/live/12803/53588/53588.pdf 
115  Boccard SGJ, Pereira EAC, Moir L, Aziz TZ and Green AL (2012) Long-term outcomes of deep brain stimulation for 

neuropathic pain Neurosurgery 72(2): 221-30.  
116  Cruccu G, Aziz T, Garcia‐Larrea L et al. (2007) EFNS guidelines on neurostimulation therapy for neuropathic pain European 

Journal of Neurology 14(9): 952-70. 
117  Whiting DM, Tomycz ND, Bailes J et al. (2013) Lateral hypothalamic area deep brain stimulation for refractory obesity: a pilot 

study with preliminary data on safety, body weight, and energy metabolism: clinical article Journal of Neurosurgery: 1-8. 
118  Luigjes J, van den Brink W, Feenstra M et al. (2011) Deep brain stimulation in addiction: a review of potential brain targets 

Molecular Psychiatry 17(6): 572-83. 
119  Talan J (2013) Five years after DBS, epilepsy outcomes improved Neurology Today 13(1): 1-5. 
120  Laxton AW and Lozano AM (2012) DBS for the treatment of Alzheimer's disease and dementias World Neurosurgery 12. 
121  Holtzheimer PE and Mayberg HS (2011) Deep brain stimulation for psychiatric disorders Annual review of neuroscience 34: 

289-307. 
122  Lipsman N, Woodside DB, Giacobbe P et al. (2013) Subcallosal cingulate deep brain stimulation for treatment-refractory 

anorexia nervosa: a phase 1 pilot trial The Lancet 381(9587): 1361-70. 
123  Messina G, Rizzi M, Cordella R et al. (2013) Secondary chronic cluster headache treated by posterior hypothalamic deep 

brain stimulation: first reported case Cephalalgia 33(2): 136-8. 
124  Luigjes J, van den Brink W, Feenstra M et al. (2011) Deep brain stimulation in addiction: a review of potential brain targets 

Molecular Psychiatry 17(6): 572-83. 
125  Bystritsky A, Korb AS, Douglas PK et al. (2011) A review of low-intensity focused ultrasound pulsation Brain Stimulation 4(3): 

125-36.  
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inhibitory or excitatory and upon the intensity and frequency of the stimulus pulses.126 
Furthermore, how effective the DBS is will depend on how excitable the target region is and 
whether it can be modulated by externally-applied current.127 Animal models are used to explore 
the exact neural network components that are stimulated or modulated by DBS.128

Box 2.2: Established therapeutic uses of nerve stimulation – a comparison 

 

The novel technologies we are examining here are not the only methods of stimulating the nervous system used in 
medicine. Vagal nerve stimulation (VNS) and spinal cord stimulation (SCS) are both established therapeutic methods. 

Vagal nerve stimulation is an effective neural stimulation technique in the treatment of therapy-resistant epilepsy. VNS 
does not directly stimulate the central nervous system but instead activates the brain indirectly by stimulating nerve fibres 
entering the brainstem through the vagus nerve, which can affect a very broad range of basic brain functions. VNS 
electrodes are placed by a neurosurgeon in the neck and a cable is fed under the skin to a pulse generator which can be 
turned on and off by the patient.129 Several clinical trials have assessed the efficacy, safety, and tolerance of VNS therapy 
and as a result it is an approved treatment for medically refractory epilepsy in Europe, the United States, and Canada.130 
Long-term (12 year) follow up of patients using VNS indicates that its therapeutic effects last for long periods.131

Spinal cord stimulation is commonly used for conditions which cause intractable chronic pain. These include 
neuropathic back and leg pain, complex regional pain syndrome, spinal cord injury, and ischemic pain.

 

132 NICE has 
approved SCS for treatment of pain, though it has recommended that this should only be given after the person has been 
assessed by a specialist team experienced in assessing and managing people receiving treatment with SCS.133

These two neurostimulation techniques lie outside the terms of reference of this report because they do not intervene 
directly in the brain. Nevertheless, they provide an instructive context against which to consider the development 
trajectory, from research laboratory to clinic, of the neurotechnologies discussed in this chapter. It is notable that although 
these two methods of neurostimulation are approved and widely used for therapeutic purposes, in two different respects 
our understanding of them remains partial: there is still a surprising lack of robust data with regard to its effectiveness of 
SCS in pain treatment; and, while the effectiveness of VNS in treating therapy-resistant epilepsy is well-evidenced, the 
exact mechanism by which it reduces epileptic seizures is not known. The fact that VNS and SCS are both in clinical use 
indicates that uncertainties of these kinds need not necessarily present a barrier to their being approved and accepted as 
widespread methods of treatment. 

 SCS 
systems are designed to apply low voltage electrical pulses to afferent nerve fibres via an epidural electrode that is 
implanted surgically or through the skin. This electrode is connected to and powered by a neurostimulator device, which 
generates electrical pulses and is surgically implanted under the skin. The patient can turn the stimulator on or off and 
vary the stimulation parameters within physician-set limits by using a hand-held remote control. 

 

Proposed therapeutic applications emerging in the literature 

2.50 There is enthusiasm in the literature for testing DBS to address a wide range of serious mental 
health disorders.134

 
126  For example, thalamic DBS usually requires stimulation above 50 Hz and optimally above 100 Hz to suppress tremor, while 

globus pallidus DBS for dystonia generally requires 60–130 Hz.  

 Future therapeutic applications will rely on selection of the best possible 
candidates and the most favourable risk-benefit ratios. In addition, more effort is required to 
determine the mechanism of action in DBS and hence the rationale for using it on specific 
patients rather than letting the results ‘speak for themselves’. Improvements in the battery and 
stimulator, tailored stimulation and therapy delivery, and remote monitoring are anticipated over 
the next few years. 

127  For example, modulation of abnormal oscillatory activity in thalamic and globus pallidus nulclei is a potential target in 
Parkinson’s disease. 

128  Holtzheimer PE and Mayberg HS (2011) Deep brain stimulation for psychiatric disorders Annual review of neuroscience 34: 
289-307. 

129  Beekwilder J and Beems T (2010) Overview of the clinical applications of vagus nerve stimulation Journal of Clinical 
Neurophysiology 27(2): 130-8; NICE (2004) Vagus nerve stimulation for refractory epilepsy in children, available at: 
http://www.nice.org.uk/nicemedia/live/11078/30908/30908.pdf. 

130  Beekwilder J and Beems T (2010) Overview of the clinical applications of vagus nerve stimulation Journal of Clinical 
Neurophysiology 27(2): 130-8, at page 130.  

131  Ibid, at page 131.  
132  Hegarty D (2011) Spinal cord stimulation: The clinical application of new technology Anesthesiology Research and Practice 

2012, at page 4.  
133  NICE (2008) Spinal cord stimulation for chronic pain of neuropathic or ischaemic origin, available at: 

http://www.nice.org.uk/nicemedia/pdf/TA159Guidance.pdf. 
134  Holtzheimer PE and Mayberg HS (2011) Deep brain stimulation for psychiatric disorders Annual review of neuroscience 34: 

289-307.  
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2.51 New methods of combining DBS with recording are likely to provide new information about how 
local neuronal circuits are modified by DBS135 as well as offering therapeutic advantages. This 
technique will be aided by the development of a new generation of multi-channel microprobes 
for DBS, offering both stimulation and recording capabilities.136

Technology-related risks and potential unintended consequences 

  

2.52 DBS surgery is a very invasive procedure, which has serious associated risks (see Box 2.3 
below). These include intracranial haemorrhage, infection, and complications associated with 
anaesthesia. In addition, the DBS system could malfunction or break, making replacement of 
one or more components necessary (see Box 7.4). Repeated minor surgery is also needed to 
replace the implantable pulse generator.137

2.53 Substantial increases in weight, which can lead to obesity and metabolic problems, are one 
reported unintended effect of DBS treatment for Parkinson’s disease.

 In experienced clinical hands these risks can be 
minimised. 

138 There are also 
documented risks of unwanted neuropsychological and neuropsychiatric side-effects of DBS in 
Parkinson’s disease.139 These include loss of word fluency, declines in word memory, 
visuospatial memory, manual dexterity, and working memory in addition to the onset of 
depression, mania/hypomania, anxiety, apathy and visual hallucinations. There are also some 
indications that use of DBS of the subthalamic nucleus may be accompanied by alterations in 
personality traits, such as impulsiveness, in some patients.140 However, small sample sizes, lack 
of adequate controls and complexities associated with the combination of DBS and current 
medication makes these data difficult to interpret.141 Nevertheless, while some of these effects 
may be treatable and preventable, the incomplete understanding of what exactly is being 
stimulated and the mechanism of action in DBS makes these a real concern. There is therefore 
a particular need for great caution in the use of DBS in patients with existing neuropsychological 
and neuropsychiatric conditions, such as depression.142 While the effects of DBS are mostly 
reversible – the stimulation can be turned off if it is not effective or causes too many adverse 
effects – few follow up studies exist in this area.143

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
135  Cleary DR, Raslan AM, Rubin JE et al. (2012) Deep brain stimulation entrains local neuronal firing in human globus pallidus 

internus Journal of Neurophysiology 109(4): 978-87. 
136  Fomani AA, Moradi M, Assaf S and Mansour RR (2010) 3D microprobes for deep brain stimulation and recording. In 

Engineering in Medicine and Biology Society (EMBC), 2010 Annual International Conference of the IEEE,  (IEEE), pp. 1808-
11. 

137  Clausen J (2010) Ethical brain stimulation – neuroethics of deep brain stimulation in research and clinical practice European 
Journal of Neuroscience 32(7): 1152-62. 

138  Rieu I, Derost P, Ulla M et al. (2011) Body weight gain and deep brain stimulation Journal of the Neurological Sciences 
310(1): 267-70. 

139  Voon V, Kubu C, Krack P, Houeto JL and Tröster AI (2006) Deep brain stimulation: neuropsychological and neuropsychiatric 
issues Movement disorders 21(s14): S305-S27. 

140  Müller S and Christen M (2011) Deep brain stimulation in Parkinsonian patients: ethical evaluation of cognitive, affective, and 
behavioral sequelae AJOB Neuroscience 2(1): 3-13. 

141  Ibid. 
142  Glannon W (2009) Stimulating brains, altering minds Journal of Medical Ethics 35(5): 289-92. 
143  For a follow up study of DBS see: Oh MY, Abosch A, Kim SH, Lang AE and Lozano AM (2002) Long-term hardware-related 

complications of deep brain stimulation Neurosurgery 50(6): 1268-76.  
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Box 2.3: Complications and side effects of DBS144

Complications of DBS: 

 

 

Perioperative risks % 
■ Haemorrhage 1.3-4 
■ Epileptic seizures 0.4-2.8 
■ Pneumonia 0.4-0.6 
■ Death 0.4 
■ Liquor leakage 0-0.9 

Hardware related problems % 
■ Infection 2.8-6.1 
■ Lead migration 5.1 
■ Lead breakage 5 
■ Leads needing repositioning 2.3 
■ Skin erosion 1.3-2.0 
■ Malfunctioning of pulse generator 0.4-9.7 
 

 

 

Side effects of DBS: 
 

Cognitive % 
■ Speech disturbances 10.8-33 
■ Memory Impairment 1.1-20 
■ Dementia 6.1-24.5 

Behavioural % 
■ Aggression 2 
■ Hypomania 4.2-10.2 
■ Increased libido/hypersexuality .8 
■ Apathy 1.3 

Psychiatric % 
■ Depression 1.5-25 
■ Mania 2-18 
■ Suicide 0.5-2 

Psycho-social % 
■ Patient’s perception of themselves 66 
■ Familial problems 50-71 
■ Professional life 0-43 
 

Brain-computer interfaces 
General principles 

2.54 A brain-computer interface (BCI) involves a connection between the brain and an external 
device.145 Their potential practical applications are in assisting, repairing or enhancing sensory-
motor functions. Imagined bodily movements, certain kinds of affective states, and moments of 
focused attention, are associated with the particular patterns of brain signals.146 A BCI picks up, 
measures and analyses these brain signals from the user (which are generally consciously 
invoked, but may alternatively be passively produced) and, by means of a translation algorithm, 
converts these into information. This information is then used to control the operation of a 
device in real-time in ways that can reflect the intentions of the user.147 At present, potential 
users to whom BCIs offer the most significant therapeutic opportunities are those who have very 
limited or no control over the movement of their bodies, though the cortical region of their brain 
concerned with planning such movement remains intact.148

 

  

 
144  Clausen J (2010) Ethical brain stimulation – neuroethics of deep brain stimulation in research and clinical practice European 

Journal of Neuroscience 32(7): 1152-62. 
145  Here we are chiefly concerned with BCIs where brain signals are used to bring about an effect in the outside world. A 

distinction may be drawn between BCIs and neuroprostheses, though there is some of overlap between these. A BCI usually 
connects the brain or nervous system to a device via a computer, while a neuroprosthetic connects the nervous system 
directly to a device. A BCI also usually involves the outward translation of signals from the brain. A neuroprosthetic involves 
the delivery of sensory signals to the brain.  

146  Hildt E (2010) Brain-computer interaction and medical access to the brain: individual, social and ethical implications Studies 
in Ethics, Law and Technology 4(3): 1-22, at page 3.  

147  Mak JN and Wolpaw JR (2009) Clinical applications of brain-computer interfaces: current state and future prospects IEEE 
Reviews in Biomedical Engineering 2: 187-99, at page 191. 

148  Leuthardt EC, Schalk G, Roland J, Rouse A and Moran DW (2009) Evolution of brain-computer interfaces: going beyond 
classic motor physiology Neurosurgical Focus 27(1): 1-21, at page 6; Mak JN and Wolpaw JR (2009) Clinical applications of 
brain-computer interfaces: current state and future prospects IEEE Rev Biomed Eng 2: 187-99, at page 192.  
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Figure 4: BCI 

 

Procedures involved in brain-computer interfaces 

2.55 Brain signals are acquired by a BCI by means of electrodes. BCIs tend to be divided into three 
categories depending on the type and location of the electrodes used. The type of electrode 
employed can make a significant difference to success rates with regard to establishing a 
reasonable contact with a desired area or cell type in the brain and therefore with the precision 
of the outputs and the amount of control the user has over these. Associated safety concerns 
also vary depending on where electrodes are located. This is due to the risks of neurosurgery 
and implanted electrodes that we have already discussed in relation to DBS (see paragraph 
2.52). 

Non-invasive BCIs 

2.56 The most studied BCI techniques are those based on electroencephalography (EEG). As a 
consequence, the term ‘BCI’ is sometimes mistakenly taken to be synonymous with ‘EEG-based 
BCI’. This method involves recording brain signals using electrodes positioned on the outside of 
the user’s scalp. This means there is no need for surgery, with its attendant risks of neural 
damage and infection. EEG electrodes are also readily available and portable. This means that 
costs are significantly lower than for the other BCI methods outlined below.  
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2.57 The number of electrodes employed for EEG for experimental and research purposes can vary 
from a small number (four to six), to the most commonly encountered 26-30, to over 100, where 
the aim is to achieve even better resolution.149 Electrodes may be attached directly on the scalp, 
often using wet gel to improve contact, or attached in fixed position on a cap. Wet electrodes 
may improve the accuracy of signal transduction, but may also decrease the comfort of the 
user.150

2.58 Though posing fewer physiological risks from surgery and implanted electrodes than other, 
more invasive, BCI methods, EEG is not without its disadvantages. Facial muscle contractions 
or electrical appliances can interfere with the acquisition of brain signals.

  

151 The spatial 
resolution of EEG can also be poor. The amount of user-training required varies greatly, from as 
little as one or two hours to some sources reporting as many as 20 to 50 30-minute sessions.152

Invasive BCIs 

 
The rate and depth of learning depends greatly on the specific intervention, the nature, and 
extent of brain damage and the patient’s level of function.  

2.59 The method that permits the highest resolution recording of brain signals, and therefore affords 
the user the greatest level of control, involves the surgical implanting of microelectrodes directly 
into the cortical layers of the brain at a depth of 1.5-3mm in order to record the signals from 
individual neurons.153 By increasing the number of recording sites over the area of a single 
implant, signals from neighbouring neurons and nerve fibres can be collected.154 As signals in 
the brain are in general not determined by individual neuronal activity, it is often necessary to 
observe the inhibition of neighbouring neurons. Recording at multiple sites may be achieved by 
the use of shaft electrodes of electrode arrays.155

2.60 A shaft electrode improves the likelihood of interfacing with the desired cortical area, as multiple 
electrode sites are concatenated onto a single needle-like shaft making it possible to target 
several layers of tissue at once, permitting measurement of an area spanning approximately 1.6 
mm.

 

156 Meanwhile, multi-electrode arrays, in which multiple electrodes are packaged in one 
device, allow measurement from multiple nerves and give access to lateral neuronal interaction, 
permitting the pinpointing of neural activity and observation of several colonies.157

 
149  Trejo LJ, Rosipal R and Matthews B (2006) Brain-computer interfaces for 1-D and 2-D cursor control: designs using volitional 

control of the EEG spectrum or steady-state visual evoked potentials IEEE Transactions on Neural Systems and 
Rehabilitation Engineering 14(2): 225-9. 

  

150  Tanaka K, Matsunaga K and Wang HO (2005) Electroencephalogram-based control of an electric wheelchair IEEE 
Transactions on Robotics, 21(4): 762-6. 

151  Leuthardt EC, Schalk G, Roland J, Rouse A and Moran DW (2009) Evolution of brain-computer interfaces: going beyond 
classic motor physiology Neurosurgical Focus 27(1): 1-21, at page 4.  

152  Ibid, at page 4.  
153  Ibid, at page 6.  
154  Spiers A, Warwick K, Gasson M and Ruiz V (2006) Issues impairing the success of neural implant technology Applied 

Bionics and Biomechanics 3(4): 297-304, at page 300.  
155  Ibid, at page 300.  
156  Ibid, at page 299.  
157  Ibid, at page 300. 
158  Georgopoulos AP, Lurito JT, Petrides M, Schwartz AB and Massey JT (1989) Mental rotation of the neuronal population 

vector Science 243(4888): 234-6. 

Box 2.4: BCI research in non-human primates 
Often in this field, non-human experiments have paved the way for future human studies. Perhaps most notable in recent years 
has been the relationships found between the electrical responses of single motor cortex neurons in rhesus monkeys and the 
direction in which the monkeys moved their arms.158 More recently, a series of experiments has shown how, using electrode 
implants, brain activity in rhesus monkeys could be decoded to reproduce reaching and grasping movements in a robotic arm. 
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Partially invasive BCIs 

2.61 Partially invasive BCIs are positioned surgically inside the skull but rest on the brain rather than 
being implanted into it. They therefore have a higher spatial resolution in comparison with non-
invasive BCIs, but usually less than that of invasive BCIs. Determining the correct level of 
resolution depends on the type of information to be captured and the use to which it is put. For 
the most part the practical method in this category is electrocorticography (ECoG) which 
measures signals in a similar way to the method used by electroencephalography EEG (the flat 
electrodes are positioned in a small plastic casing which is placed adjacent to the cortex).162 In 
many ways, the method is a compromise solution: there is the possibility of infection due to 
surgery, but less damage is inflicted to the cortex as there is no forced insertion.163 There has 
been limited investigative use of partially invasive ECoG BCIs in humans;164 studies have 
related chiefly to invasive monitoring of the onset of seizures in patients with intractable 
(uncontrollable) epilepsy, rather than in relation to impaired motor control.165

Feedback 

 

2.62 It is possible for users of BCIs to practice and improve the exercise of imagining movements in 
a way that gives rise to signals associated with the desired effect.166 Irrespective of which 
method of BCI is used, therefore, it is necessary for the user to receive feedback to indicate to 
them when their imagined movements have resulted in the desired device output.167

Practical applications of BCIs  

 BCI 
interfaces with the brain are usually uni-directional, and feedback is invariably received through 
outputs recognised by normal sensory means. That is, users rely on sight, hearing or touch to 
ascertain if their desired outcome is achieved. However, in the future, it may be possible for two 
or more implants in different parts of the brain to provide a direct neural feedback loop (see Box 
2.5).  

2.63 At present, BCIs are primarily investigated with a view to being used to support individuals 
whose motor functions are severely impaired because of stroke, motor neurone disease, spinal 
cord injury, cerebral palsy, or similar conditions, to the extent of being entirely paralysed or 
having ‘locked-in syndrome’.168

 
159  Lebedev MA, Carmena JM, O'Doherty JE et al. (2005) Cortical ensemble adaptation to represent velocity of an artificial 

actuator controlled by a brain-machine interface The Journal of Neuroscience 25(19): 4681-93. 

 Although, it is not yet clear to what extent patients who are 

160  Serruya MD, Hatsopoulos NG, Paninski L, Fellows MR and Donoghue JP (2002) Brain-machine interface: instant neural 
control of a movement signal Nature 416(6877): 141-2. 

161  Velliste M, Perel S, Spalding MC, Whitford AS and Schwartz AB (2008) Cortical control of a prosthetic arm for self-feeding 
Nature 453(7198): 1098-101. 

162 Kotchetkov IS, Hwang BY, Appelboom G, Kellner CP and Connolly ES, Jr. (2010) Brain-computer interfaces: military, 
neurosurgical, and ethical perspective Neurosurg Focus 28(5): E25, at page 2. 

163  Ibid, at page 3.  
164  Cahn BR and Polich J (2006) Meditation states and traits: EEG, ERP, and neuroimaging studies Psychological Bulletin 

132(2): 180-211. 
165  Leuthardt EC, Schalk G, Roland J, Rouse A and Moran DW (2009) Evolution of brain-computer interfaces: going beyond 

classic motor physiology Neurosurgical Focus 27(1): 1-21, pp. 5-6;Mak JN and Wolpaw JR (2009) Clinical applications of 
brain-computer interfaces: current state and future prospects IEEE Reviews in Biomedical Engineering 2: 187-99, at page 
189.  

166  Tanaka K, Matsunaga K and Wang HO (2005) Electroencephalogram-based control of an electric wheelchair IEEE 
Transactions on Robotics, 21(4): 762-6. 

167  Coyle D, Carroll A, Stow J et al. (2012) Enabling Control in the minimally conscious state in a single session with a three 
channel BCI. In 1st international DECODER Workshop,  (Paris: 1st international DECODER Workshop). 

168  Hildt E (2010) Brain-computer interaction and medical access to the brain: individual, social and ethical implications Studies 
in Ethics, Law and Technology 4(3): 1-22, at page 2. 

This research was successful in getting the monkeys to operate the arm.159 Other recent successes include Macaca mulatta 
monkeys tracking visual targets on a computer screen160 and enabling a monkey to feed itself with small food chunks which it 
picked up by means of a robot arm controlled by its own brain signals.161 
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wholly locked-in can be assisted by BCIs.169 Therapeutic applications of BCIs offer users 
access to means of communication, independent locomotion and increased control over their 
environment. Their use, therefore, has the potential to improve users’ quality of life, 
independence and self esteem significantly.170

2.64 Therapeutic uses of BCIs are still at an investigative stage due to the significant technical 
support generally needed for users to learn to operate them. This means that their practical 
uses are, for the most part, limited to research environments.

 

171 However, some more basic 
EEG-based devices are marketed directly to consumers for recreational and putatively 
educational purposes by healthy users (see Chapter 8). In this section, we outline only some of 
the most promising therapeutic applications of BCIs emerging in research and experimental 
settings. As we have noted, most research into therapeutic applications of BCIs to date are 
conducted using non-invasive EEG-based devices.172

Applications of invasive BCIs 

 

2.65 Invasive BCIs have only been used in investigative settings, with much of this research involving 
non-human primates (see Box 2.4). However, research is being conducted increasingly with 
human subjects. The first study to implant shaft electrodes into the motor cortex in a human was 
published in 2000. In this study, a patient, who had suffered a stroke resulting in paralysis, was 
able to learn to move a cursor on a computer screen by thinking about various movements 
(initially movements of his hand).173 Eventually, no abstraction (using imagined hand 
movement) was needed; the patient was able to move the cursor simply by thinking about doing 
so. This permitted him to carry out tasks using the computer, including writing.174 Another 
research subject was able to operate connected technology (for example, a light switch).175 
Subsequent clinical studies using a flat array implanted in the motor cortex region of the brain 
have enabled users with tetraplegia to operate robotic arms to pick up and manipulate 
objects.176 One user was able to lift a coffee cup and drink independently through a straw.177 A 
recent study reported that, for the first time, a human participant had performed better than non-
human primates in research activities such as these.178 The user’s ease of manipulation of the 
device in this study may be due to the use of a ‘shared control’ function – meaning that the 
robot arm’s movement is determined not only by the user’s intentions (derived from their brain 
signals) but also by additional environmental information collected by the BCI, for example 
about the robot’s position.179

 

  

 
169  Mak JN and Wolpaw JR (2009) Clinical applications of brain-computer interfaces: current state and future prospects IEEE 

Reviews in Biomedical Engineering 2: 187-99, at page 192. 
170  Hildt E (2010) Brain-computer interaction and medical access to the brain: individual, social and ethical implications Studies 

in Ethics, Law and Technology 4(3): 1-22, at page 5.  
171  Ibid, at page 7. 
172  Mak JN and Wolpaw JR (2009) Clinical applications of brain-computer interfaces: current state and future prospects IEEE 

Reviews in Biomedical Engineering 2: 187-99, at page 189.  
173  Kennedy PR, Bakay RA, Moore MM, Adams K and Goldwaithe J (2000) Direct control of a computer from the human central 

nervous system IEEE Transactions on Rehabilitation Engineering, 8(2): 198-202 
174  Kennedy PR, Kirby MT, Moore MM, King B and Mallory A (2004) Computer control using human intracortical local field 

potentials IEEE Transactions on Neural Systems and Rehabilitation Engineering 12(3): 339-44. 
175  Kennedy P, Andreasen D, Ehirim P et al. (2004) Using human extra-cortical local field potentials to control a switch Journal 

of Neural Engineering 1(2): 72-7. 
176  Donoghue JP, Nurmikko A, Friehs G and Black M (2004) Development of neuromotor prostheses for humans Supplements 

to Clinical neurophysiology 57: 592-606. 
177  Hochberg LR, Serruya MD, Friehs GM et al. (2006) Neuronal ensemble control of prosthetic devices by a human with 

tetraplegia Nature 442(7099): 164-71; Hochberg LR, Bacher D, Jarosiewicz B et al. (2012) Reach and grasp by people with 
tetraplegia using a neurally controlled robotic arm Nature 485(7398): 372-5. 

178  Collinger JL, Wodlinger B, Downey JE et al. (2012) High-performance neuroprosthetic control by an individual with 
tetraplegia The Lancet 381(9866): 557-64. 

179  Courtine G, Micera S, DiGiovanna J and del R Millán J (2013) Brain-machine interface: closer to therapeutic reality? The 
Lancet 381(9866): 515-7, at page 516. 
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Box 2.5: Invasive BCIs in the peripheral nervous system 
In 2002, the 100 electrode BrainGate array was implanted into the peripheral nervous system (at the wrist) of Professor 
Kevin Warwick at the Radcliffe Hospital, Oxford. Through the implant, Professor Warwick was able to use neural signals 
to operate various pieces of technology directly (e.g. driving a wheelchair and controlling the grip of a robot hand, 
obtaining realisable feedback from the fingertips via the same implant). As part of the experimentation, Professor 
Warwick’s nervous system was plugged into the internet in Columbia University, New York and he controlled a robotic 
hand in England by using feedback. 180

2.65
 The same type of implant was subsequently, used in the kinds of studies referred 

to in paragraph , this time planted in the neural cortex of participants. 

Electrodes implanted in the peripheral nervous system have also been used to investigate bi-directional interfacing 
through a single implant source. Studies carried out in this way using a human subject have shown how motor signals can 
be used to control a robot hand with direct sensory feedback being provided through the implant to indicate the force 
directly applied by the hand.181

 

 

Applications of non-invasive (EEG-based) BCIs 

2.66 Three broad categories of clinical applications of BCIs using EEG have been identified: assistive 
technologies – for example to support communication, movement control, environmental control 
and locomotion; neurorehabilitation; and the potential detection of awareness in patients with 
severe brain damage. 

2.67 Assistive technologies: Restoring communication in locked-in patients has, so far, been the 
main focus of BCI research.182 Several types of EEG-based systems have been explored and 
those using three kinds of brain signals have been used in research with human participants.183 
These have used slow cortical potential, sensorimotor rhythms, and P300 event-related 
potential (ERP) signals. BCIs that rely on the first two of these categories of signals require the 
user to actively control their brain activity, for example by imagining movement, to produce 
signals that can then be translated into, for example, the movement of a cursor on a screen. 
The third kind of signal is ‘passively’ produced by the brain in response to significant stimuli. 
Thus, for example, BCIs that rely on these might allow a user to spell a word on a computer by 
recording the P300 ERP signals that are produced by the user’s brain when they recognise the 
letter they wish to select from a randomly presented display.184

2.68 Several studies have been published which investigate the development of an EEG-based BCI-
controlled wheelchair for paralysed individuals.

  

185 BCI-driven wheelchairs carry intrinsic safety 
concerns because of the risk of injury if control is lost.186 Further work is needed to establish 
their practical safety and utility. Methods of ‘shared control principle’ are being explored to 
provide added usability in circumstances where precise (and therefore potentially demanding) 
control of a device such as a wheelchair would be required.187

 
180  Warwick K, Gasson M, Hutt B et al. (2003) The application of implant technology for cybernetic systems Archives of 

Neurology 60(10): 1369-73. 

 This principle involves the user 

181  Ibid. 
182  Kubler A, Kotchoubey B, Kaiser J, Wolpaw JR and Birbaumer N (2001) Brain-computer communication: unlocking the locked 

in Psychological Bulletin 127(3): 358-75. 
183  Mak JN and Wolpaw JR (2009) Clinical applications of brain-computer interfaces: current state and future prospects IEEE 

Reviews in Biomedical Engineering 2: 187-99, at page 193. 
184  Ibid, at page 193. 
185  Mak JN and Wolpaw JR (2009) Clinical applications of brain-computer interfaces: current state and future prospects IEEE 

Rev Biomed Eng 2: 187-99; Tanaka K, Matsunaga K and Wang HO (2005) Electroencephalogram-based control of an 
electric wheelchair IEEE Transactions on Robotics, 21(4): 762-6. 

186  Mak JN and Wolpaw JR (2009) Clinical applications of brain-computer interfaces: current state and future prospects IEEE 
Reviews in Biomedical Engineering 2: 187-99, pp.196-7. 

187  Millan JDR, Renkens F, Mourino J and Gerstner W (2004) Noninvasive brain-actuated control of a mobile robot by human 
EEG EEE Transactions on Biomedical Engineering 51(6): 1026-33. 
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producing high-level commands and the computer undertaking low-level commands needed to 
execute these instructions.188

2.69 It is envisaged that, by affording means for controlling their environment, BCI technology could 
be applicable to individuals who have severe motor disabilities and are housebound. A study 
involving both healthy users and those with severe motor disabilities indicated that, using EEG-
based interfaces, users were able to operate household devices (including lights, a front-door 
opener and a motorised bed) in a simulated home environment with an average of 60-75 per 
cent accuracy.

  

189

2.70 Movement control is another key area for EEG research. Having learnt how to control an 
electrically-driven hand orthosis (an externally applied brace) using EEG signals, a tetraplegic 
user was then able to open and close his paralysed hand using this orthosis.

  

190

2.71 Neurorehabilitation: There is interest in the use of BCI systems to help ‘relearn’ motor function 
in those individuals in whom this has been impaired by disease or injury.

 

191

2.67

 BCI-assisted 
neurorehabilitation makes use of the individual’s own muscles (in contrast to those noted in 
paragraph  to 2.70 above, which make use of a device to carry out the action). One 
mechanism of BCI-based neurorehabilitation uses EEG to record brain signals (for example, 
those associated with limb movement) and feed these back to the user, thus affording the 
opportunity for them to modulate their brain activity. This has assisted stroke patients to gain 
control over specific brain activity.192 Another type of approach uses robotics to assist the 
movement of, for example, a limb – on the basis that such movement will lead to improved 
independent user control of that movement.193 EEG has also been used to enable a 
quadriplegic participant to learn to carry out simple hand movement tasks by means of 
stimulation through embedded nerve controllers.194

2.72 Detection of awareness: Early studies suggest that EEG might be used to detect awareness in 
patients for whom it is not otherwise possible to ascertain whether, for example, they are in a 
minimally conscious state or are ‘locked-in’ but retain cognitive functions. In these studies, 
participants are asked to imagine moving parts of their bodies in order to move an onscreen 
icon towards a target.

 

195 It has been suggested that inferences of, for example, a participant’s 
capacity to understand language or maintain attention, might be drawn cautiously from the 
percentage of successfully-guided icons.196

 
188  Luna P (2011) Controlling machines with just the power of thought Lancet Neurology 10(9): 780-1, at page 2. 

 Real-time sensory feedback is thought to be 

189  Mak JN and Wolpaw JR (2009) Clinical applications of brain-computer interfaces: current state and future prospects IEEE 
Reviews in Biomedical Engineering 2: 187-99. [Original study is reported in Cincotti F, Mattia D, Aloise F et al. (2008) Non-
invasive brain-computer interface system: towards its application as assistive technology Brain Research Bulletin 75(6): 796-
803]. The participants in this study had spinal muscular atrophy or Duchenne Muscular Distrophy. 

190  Pfurtscheller G, Muller-Putz G, Schlogl A et al. (2006) 15 years of BCI research at Graz university of technology: current 
projects IEEE Transactions on Neural Systems and Rehabilitation Engineering, 14(2): 205-10. 

191  Mak JN and Wolpaw JR (2009) Clinical applications of brain-computer interfaces: current state and future prospects IEEE 
Reviews in Biomedical Engineering 2: 187-99, at page 197. 

192  Prasad G, Herman P, Coyle D, McDonough S and Crosbie J (2009) Using motor imagery based brain-computer interface for 
post-stroke rehabilitation. In 4th International IEEE/EMBS Conference on Neural Engineering, 2009. NER '09. , Akay M, ed. 
(Antalya, Turkey: 4th International IEEE/EMBS Conference on Neural Engineering), pp. 258-62.; Ang KK, Guan C, Chua 
KSG et al. (2011) A large clinical study on the ability of stroke patients to use an EEG-based motor imagery brain-computer 
interface Clinical EEG and Neuroscience 42(4): 253-8 Caria A, Weber C, Brötz D et al. (2011) Chronic stroke recovery after 
combined BCI training and physiotherapy: a case report Psychophysiology 48(4): 578-82; Ang KK, Guan C, Chua KSG et al. 
(2011) A large clinical study on the ability of stroke patients to use an EEG-based motor imagery brain-computer interface 
Clinical EEG and Neuroscience 42(4): 253-8. 

193  Mak JN and Wolpaw JR (2009) Clinical applications of brain-computer interfaces: current state and future prospects IEEE 
Reviews in Biomedical Engineering 2: 187-99, at page 197. 

194  Cochin University of Science and Technology (2008) Brain-computer interface, available at: 
http://www.123seminarsonly.com/Seminar-Reports/006/28708676-Brain-Computer-Interface.pdf. 

195  Coyle D, Carroll A, Stow J et al. (2012) Enabling Control in the minimally conscious state in a single session with a three 
channel BCI. In 1st international DECODER Workshop,  (Paris: 1st international DECODER Workshop).;Cruse D, Chennu S, 
Chatelle C et al. (2011) Bedside detection of awareness in the vegetative state: a cohort study The Lancet 378(9809): 2088–
94. 

196  Cruse D, Chennu S, Chatelle C et al. (2011) Bedside detection of awareness in the vegetative state: a cohort study The 
Lancet 378(9809): 2088–94. Claims made by Cruse et al are queried in Goldfine AM, Bardin JC, Noirhomme Q et al. (2013) 
Reanalysis of "Bedside detection of awareness in the vegetative state: a cohort study" The Lancet 381(9863): 289-91. 
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particularly important for engaging and encouraging participants with impaired consciousness in 
these activities. 

Reported technology risks and unintended consequences of BCIs 

2.73 A recent review of BCI technologies observed that there are few studies which are investigating 
the unintended effects of regular BCI use on the brain, and that there is little consensus 
amongst researchers about what the unintended risks (or benefits) might be.197

2.74 The advantages invasive and partially invasive BCIs offer in terms of the accurate acquisition of 
brain signal are accompanied by several disadvantages that make them unsuitable, at present, 
for long-term therapeutic use.

 Here we provide 
a brief overview of the unintended risks or benefits raised most frequently. 

198 Specifically, because they are implanted in brain tissue, they 
cause local neural and vascular damage and introduce an increased risk of infection. This 
damage also tends to precipitate reactions in other brain cells, which can cluster around the 
electrode interfering with the reliable acquisition of signals.199 The invasive nature of the 
procedure also precludes easy repositioning of electrodes in response to evidence of locations 
that would permit better control of the device by the user.200

2.52
 In common with other interventions 

using implanted electrodes, there are risks associated with neurosurgery (see paragraph ) 
and risks of connecting wires acting as aerials and interfering with the operation of the 
device.201 Interference and errors in interpretation of brain signals may cause difficulties for 
users which may be particularly acute for locked-in users, where there are no secondary means 
(for example eye blinks) by which it may be ascertained whether the operation of a device 
represents their actual intentions.202

2.75 With regards to non-invasive EEG-based BCIs there may be a risk due to the inherent plasticity 
of the brain, of changing brain structure and functioning since these BCIs employ a highly 
repetitive use of certain pathways. However, in assessing this as a risk, it should be borne in 
mind that any kind of external influence, such as learning a new skill, can bring about such 
changes.

 

203 2.58 As we note at paragraph , one current disadvantage of non-invasive EEG-
based BCIs is the time and effort that users must invest in learning how to generate motor 
imagery signals that will control a device. The performance of users is affected by fatigue 
(sometimes caused by the significant demand on the user’s attention), distraction and the 
progression of any underlying illness. A key aim of BCI research is to achieve more efficient 
ways of controlling devices.204

 
197  Future-BNCI (2012) Future BNCI: a roadmap for future directions in brain / neuronal computer interaction research, available 

at: http://future-bnci.org/images/stories/Future_BNCI_Roadmap.pdf, at page 181. 

  

198  Guger C, Bin G, Gao X et al. (2011) State of the art in BCI research: BCI award 2010, in Recent Advances in Brain-
Computer Interface Systems, R. F-R (Editor) (Online: InTech); Mak JN and Wolpaw JR (2009) Clinical applications of brain-
computer interfaces: current state and future prospects IEEE Reviews in Biomedical Engineering 2: 187-99, at page 196. 

199  Leuthardt EC, Schalk G, Roland J, Rouse A and Moran DW (2009) Evolution of brain-computer interfaces: going beyond 
classic motor physiology Neurosurgical Focus 27(1): 1-21, at page 5.  

200  Hildt E (2010) Brain-computer interaction and medical access to the brain: individual, social and ethical implications Studies 
in Ethics, Law and Technology 4(3): 1-22, at page 8. 

201  Spiers A, Warwick K, Gasson M and Ruiz V (2006) Issues impairing the success of neural implant technology Applied 
Bionics and Biomechanics 3(4): 297-304. 

202  Hildt E (2010) Brain-computer interaction and medical access to the brain: individual, social and ethical implications Studies 
in Ethics, Law and Technology 4(3): 1-22, at page 9. 

203  Ibid, pp.6-7. 
204  Daly I, Nasuto SJ and Warwick K (2011) Single tap identification for fast BCI control Cognitive neurodynamics 5(1): 21-30; G. 

Prasad, McGinnity TM, Leng G and Coyle D (2010) On-line identification of self-organizing fuzzy neural networks for 
modelling time-varying complex systems, in Evolving intelligent systems: methodology and applications, Angelov P, Filev 
DP, and Kasabov N (Editors) (Hoboken, New Jersey: Wiley-IEEE Press). 
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Neural stem cell therapies 
General principles 

2.76 Stem cells are of interest for regenerative medicine because they have the potential to 
regenerate tissue lost as a consequence of disease or injury. This tissue loss can be acute, as 
when someone has a stroke, or it can be chronic, as with slow degenerative disease such as 
Parkinson’s disease or Alzheimer’s disease. These are the most disabling of disorders, yet 
current therapies are able to do little to restore lost brain cells. Since stem cells have the 
capacity to generate neural cells, it is possible they could be used to engineer a replacement of 
the lost cells, a so-called ‘neuron replacement therapy’ (NRT). There are multiple types of stem 
cell (see Box 2.6), each with different potentials, but many stem cells can generate neural cells, 
and so could, in theory, be used for this approach to brain repair.  

Box 2.6: Types of stem cells 
Stem cells are defined as cells with two seminal properties. First, they have the potential to generate a range of other cell 
types. Second, they are self-replicative, that is they have the capacity to generate more stem cells like themselves. There 
are multiple types of stem cells, and they are classified according to the range of cell types they can generate, and their 
origin.205

Adult stem cells (or somatic stem cells) are found in the mature organism. They are referred to as ‘multipotential’ 
because they can generate all the different cell types that make up a tissue (although, in specific cases, the actual range 
of cell types they generate might be quite limited). So, for example, bone marrow stem cells generate all blood cell types: 
red blood cells, lymphocytes, macrophages, etc. They are self-replicative, which ensures that the stem cell population 
itself does not become depleted. This is important because the capacity to generate blood is crucial for the entire lifetime 
of the organism. Other examples of adult stem cells are found in the skin, connective tissue, blood vessels, and the 
nervous system.

 

206

Embryonic stem cells (ES cells) are derived from embryos. They differ from adult stem cells in a number of important 
regards. First, they are ‘pluripotential’, that is they can generate all the different types of cells in the body. Second, they 
are artificial in the sense that they only exist stably in tissue culture. Pluripotential cells in the embryo itself are transient. 
An important breakthrough in stem cell biology was the discovery of technologies to keep these cells perpetually in 
culture.

 

207

Induced pluripotent cells (iPSCs) are indistinguishable from ES cells in most regards. They are pluripotent and stable in 
culture. They differ, however, in being derived from adult cells. Using a technology called ‘reprogramming’, cells can be 
taken from skin, hair, or blood and changed into pluripotent stem cells.

 

208

 

 This discovery has transformed stem cell 
technology, since anyone’s stem cells can effectively be created ‘in a dish’ from a simple tissue biopsy and without any 
need to manipulate embryos. 

Therapeutic approaches and mechanisms of action 

2.77 As we have noted (see paragraph 2.10), unlike blood and skin, the brain does not replace lost 
neurones naturally, except in two locations in the brain where there are resident stem cell 
populations (the hippocampus and the sub-ependymal zone) or where specific glial progenitor 
populations exist. Two possibilities arise for inducing neuron replacement: either endogenous 
brain stem cells could be induced to replace lost cells, possibly by treatment with drugs or 
electical stimulation; or stem cells could be grafted into the damaged brain in the hope that they 
might generate new brain tissue. The first of these approaches is still at an early stage of 
development, but the engraftment strategy has a long history. As far back as the 1980s, neural 
cells were transplanted into damaged brain tissue (first of animals, then in patients) in attempts 

 
205  Watt FM and Driskell RR (2010) The therapeutic potential of stem cells Philosophical Transactions of the Royal Society B: 

Biological Sciences 365(1537): 155-63. 
206  NIH (7 June 2012) What are adult stem cells?, available at: http://stemcells.nih.gov/info/basics/pages/basics4.aspx.  
207  Zhang SC, Wernig M, Duncan ID, Brustle O and Thomson JA (2001) In vitro differentiation of transplantable neural 

precursors from human embryonic stem cells Nature Biotechnology 19(12): 1129-33. 
208  Takahashi K and Yamanaka S (2006) Induction of pluripotent stem cells from mouse embryonic and adult fibroblast cultures 

by defined factors Cell 126(4): 663-76. 
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to relieve neurodegenerative conditions such as Parkinson’s or Huntington’s disease.209 The 
cells for these initial studies were not stem cells, but were taken from aborted human fetuses. 
Researchers took fetal midbrain cells and injected them into the brains of people with 
Parkinson’s disease.210

 

 The efficacy of this approach remains controversial, but the early 
studies appeared to provide ‘proof-of-concept’ that patients improved clinically following this 
cellular therapy, and that injecting cells into the brain was apparently safe. 

Figure 5: Neural stem cell therapy 

2.78 However, these initial ‘fetal grafts’ were limited by variable outcomes, ethical concerns, and 
logistical difficulties. Furthermore, doubts about efficacy meant that, for some years, attention 
instead turned to gene therapy approaches.211 More recently, however, other sources of cells 
have emerged through the development of stem cell therapies for neurological conditions by a 
number of private companies. A small number of these therapies have either entered (or are 
close to entering) clinical trials.212 These involve human cells derived either from fetal brain, or 
somewhat surprisingly, other adult stem cell sources. Bone marrow stem cells, mesenchymal213 
stem cells, and olfactory stem cells are all in various stages of pre-clinical development.214

 
209  Dunnett SB, Bjorklund A and Lindvall O (2001) Cell therapy in Parkinson's disease-stop or go? Nature Reviews 

Neuroscience 2(5): 365-8. 

 No 

210  Ibid. 
211  Eberhardt O and Schulz JB (2004) Gene therapy in Parkinson’s disease Cell and Tissue Research 318(1): 243-60. 
212  Pollock K, Stroemer P, Patel S et al. (2006) A conditionally immortal clonal stem cell line from human cortical 

neuroepithelium for the treatment of ischemic stroke Experimental Neurology 199(1): 143-55. 
213  These are stem cells derived from organ connective tissues that can differentiate into many but not all types of cell. 
214  Lindvall O and Kokaia Z (2010) Stem cells in human neurodegenerative disorders—time for clinical translation? The Journal 

of Clinical Investigation 120(1): 29-40. 
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cells derived from pluripotent stem cells are currently in the clinic, but this development is clearly 
in progress.215

2.79 In evaluating progress, it is useful to distinguish between various categories of potential neural 
stem cell therapies. The first wave of potential therapies have now either reached clinical trials 
or are in advanced pre-clinical phases.

 

216 These therapies are mostly derived from adult or 
foetal stem cells, either from the brain or another somatic tissue. These cells appear to have a 
very limited capacity for NRT, and their efficacy results from their ‘neurotrophic’ properties – that 
is, rather than predominantly replacing the lost cells in neural circuits, they work by enhancing 
the function of the cells that remain. Their mode of action, however, is not clear; they seem to 
have a ‘bystander’ effect, whereby they enhance capacity of the brain to repair, without 
themselves contributing cells to brain structure.217 The cells also induce the host brain to make 
more blood vessels, to modulate its immune responses, and to augment the activity of the 
host’s own stem cell activity,218

2.80 If this first wave of therapeutics confirms its initial promise, it is likely to be followed by 
subsequent developments in which these same cells (or others very like them) are reformulated 
to improve their performance. For example, neural stem cells can be combined with other 
components such as artificial matrices or other bioactive molecules to enhance and direct their 
integration into brain tissue.

 but precisely how these effects bring about efficacy is not 
resolved.  

219

Current status of neural stem cell therapies 

 Such ‘neuro-scaffolds’ are intrinsically more invasive, but could 
substantially enhance the therapeutic potential of stem cells. None of these approaches 
necessarily involve true NRT, but attempts to generate new neural tissue do continue – possibly 
with cells derived from pluripotential ES or iPS cells – in a genuine ‘regenerative medicine’ for 
the brain, and may well reach the clinic. However, these technologies will face logistical issues, 
all of which need to be overcome before these products can safely move from the laboratory 
bench to clinical practice. These include: how the founder cells will be collected and stored; 
determining the appropriate quality assurance criteria for such products; and delivering cells to 
an operating theatre in a controlled and timely fashion. 

2.81 The collective terminology of ‘neural stem cell therapy’, which began with the relatively simple 
concept of neural cell replacement, has expanded into multiple approaches including those 
employing the bystander effect, whereby the brain’s own capacities for repair are enhanced, 
and other ill-defined modes of action. The first potential therapies are presently in Phase I 
clinical trials in stroke and spinal cord injury.220 The PISCES stroke trial is currently the most 
advanced in the UK. An interim report from this Phase I safety trial of fetal-derived human 
neural stem cells recently reported a modest but significant improvement in a number of clinical 
parameters in the first nine patients cohort treated.221

 
215  Robinton DA and Daley GQ (2012) The promise of induced pluripotent stem cells in research and therapy Nature 481(7381): 

295-305; Okano H, Nakamura M, Yoshida K et al. (2013) Steps toward safe cell therapy using induced pluripotent stem cells 
Circulation Research 112(3): 523-33. 

 These represent modest improvements in 

216  For example: Neuralstem Inc (17 April 2013) Neuralstem receives FDA approval to commence phase II stem cell trial in 
amytrophic lateral sclerosis, available at: http://investor.neuralstem.com/phoenix.zhtml?c=203908&p=irol-
newsArticle&ID=1807567&highlight=; ReNeuron (2013) Clinical trials in disabled stroke patients, available at: 
http://www.reneuron.com/the-pisces-clinical-trial-in-disabled-stroke-patients. 

217  Lindvall O and Kokaia Z (2010) Stem cells in human neurodegenerative disorders—time for clinical translation? The Journal 
of Clinical Investigation 120(1): 29-40. 

218  Martino G, Bacigaluppi M and Peruzzotti-Jametti L (2011) Therapeutic stem cell plasticity orchestrates tissue plasticity Brain 
134(6): 1585-7. 

219  Bible E, Chau DYS, Alexander MR et al. (2009) Attachment of stem cells to scaffold particles for intra-cerebral 
transplantation Nature protocols 4(10): 1440-53. 

220  ReNeuron (2012) ReNeuron receives DSMB clearance to progress to higher dose in stem cell clinical trial in disabled stroke 
patients: first patient treated in this higher dose cohort, available at: http://www.reneuron.com/press-release/reneuron-
receives-dsmb-clearance-to-progress-to-higher-dose-in-stem-cell-clinical-trial-in-disabled-stroke-patients-first-patient-treated-
in-this-higher-dose-cohort. 

221  ReNeuron (28 May 2013) Interim data from clinical trial of ReNeuron’s stem cell therapy for stroke to be presented at leading 
stroke conference. Longer term data continue to show good safety profile and evidence of sustained reductions in 
neurological impairment and spasticity, available at: http://www.reneuron.com/press-release/interim-data-from-clinical-trial-of-
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limb motility and the ability to conduct activities associated with daily living. Evaluation of this 
positive outcome is difficult, however, since in this Phase I trial there was no control group and 
the extent of the placebo effect could not be assessed. This trial has reported no cell-related or 
immunological adverse events, which is broadly in line with the earlier ‘fetal graft’ studies. 
However, at present there is no way to know whether more long-term issues might arise.  

2.82 The fact that the PISCES stroke study has reached clinical trials means that a number of the 
logistical problems (for example, demonstrating efficacy in a rodent model222

2.83 The technical progress of true NRT is more difficult to map. It is likely to impact more 
fundamentally on brain structure, and thus be both more effective and more invasive. 
Pluripotent stem cells (ES and iPS cells) are potentially much more powerful than the 
‘multipotential’ adult stem cells. Although multipotential neural stem cells can generate neurons 
and glia, they seem to have limited ability to build brain tissue per se; that is to generate all the 
appropriate cell types, in appropriate proportions, and combine them together to form 
functioning brain tissue. This seems to be why they are less useful for NRT than initially 
anticipated. If lost brain tissue is really to be reconstructed in, for example, a stroke patient, then 
this true histogenesis (the ability to develop into different kinds of tissues) will be required. Some 
biotechnologists anticipate that ES and iPSC cells may have this histogenic potential, in which 
case a true regenerative medicine of the brain might become a reality.

) have been 
overcome to the satisfaction of regulators, though there may still be issues around the ‘scale-up’ 
required to generate enough product to treat a substantial number of patients. The extent to 
which the sponsors of these trials have a tractable business model also remains unresolved. 
The clinical data are currently very limited, so it is still too early to know whether these therapies 
will deliver effective forms of treatment. Nonetheless, should the safety profile remain 
encouraging, a Phase II trial (to evaluate effectiveness) is expected to commence in 2013. This 
will be a pivotal moment for stem cell therapies in the brain. We might also expect to see the 
start of the second wave of optimised or ‘better-engineered’ variants to follow. If these attempts 
fail, there will be a considerable disincentive to pursue more adventurous approaches. 

223

2.84 No such advanced approach has yet gained regulatory approval for clinical trials, but several 
reports of preclinical studies suggest that such therapeutics are plausible. The likely first target 
is Parkinson’s disease. Investigators have enabled human pluripotent cells to generate 
dopaminergic neurons, which showed efficacy when grafted into animal models of Parkinson’s 
disease.

 

224

Technology-related risks 

 Whether this approach will be taken to the clinic is currently unclear. This therapy 
would be an example of the simplest form of NRT—a single neuronal cell type inserted into host 
brain tissue. More ambitious therapies, combining multiple cell types, or even whole tissue 
regeneration, still seem some way off. 

2.85 The technologies currently in clinical trials have identified risks. Once transplanted, the cells are 
difficult to remove. Unlike a conventional drug, stem cell treatment cannot simply be 
discontinued if side effects arise. In addition, the stem cells will have been engineered to allow 
them to expand in culture, but to stop growing in the host brain. If this switch fails, the cells 

 
reneuron-s-stem-cell-therapy-for-stroke-to-be-presented-at-leading-stroke-conference-longer-term-data-continue-to-show-
good-safety-profile-and-evidence-of-sustained-reductions-in-neurologica. 

222  Pollock K, Stroemer P, Patel S et al. (2006) A conditionally immortal clonal stem cell line from human cortical 
neuroepithelium for the treatment of ischemic stroke Experimental Neurology 199(1): 143-55. 

223  Espuny-Camacho I, Michelsen KA, Gall D et al. (2013) Pyramidal neurons derived from human pluripotent stem  cells 
integrate efficiently into mouse brain circuits in vivo Neuron 77(3): 440-56. Due to their ability to form any of the tissue and 
organ cell types of the human body, as well as their ability to grow indefinitely, pluripotent stem cells may not be considered 
suitable for direct implantation. Instead a therapy would consist of derivatives of pluripotent cells. 

224 Studer L (2011) Derivation of dopaminergic neurons from pluripotent stem cells Progress in Brain Research 200: 243-63. 
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might start to regrow and form a tumour.225 Alternatively, if newly formed neurons are 
inadequately integrated into the host, they could become the foci of intractable pain226

2.86 More advanced technologies, as they emerge, could raise risks not limited to those affecting 
physical health. The brain, more than any other tissue, is associated with the characteristics and 
traits that make us the individuals that we are. We now know that there is enormous diversity 
between different individuals in terms of cortical areas and their connectivity, which raises the 
question as to how a piece of generic, reconstructed brain would fit within existing structures 
and connections. It has been suggested that it is not possible to rule out effects on behaviour, 
mood and cognition arising from neural stem cell grafts or newly-formed neurons.

 or 
epileptic seizures. 

227 However, it 
should be noted that, if these were to occur, it is thought that this might follow from the 
unpredictable consequences of the growth of new neurons and the establishment of new neural 
networks, rather than the highly implausible importation of personality traits with a neural stem 
cell graft; such complex traits are not characteristics of individual cells.228

Delivering therapeutic applications 

 

2.87 At the start of this chapter, we outlined the effects that brain damage may have on the 
individual, including loss of motor control, autonomic functions, memory or other cognitive 
functions, alterations in mood and behaviour, and the profound distress that may accompany 
these. Potential effects such as these provide reason enough to try to intervene to alter the 
brain therapeutically. However, our ability to treat such problems with conventional drugs or 
non-pharmacological rehabilitative therapies is limited, due in part to our incomplete 
understanding of underlying mechanisms in the brain, and also the increasingly apparent 
inadequacies of pharmaceutical interventions. Novel neurotechnologies offer new avenues for 
addressing conditions such as these and, if successful, may relieve considerable suffering 
either by offering symptomatic relief to patients or by restoring their means of interacting with 
the world around them; however, they do not yet offer life-saving treatment or cures. 

2.88 As is clear from the descriptions of the four categories of novel neurotechnologies described in 
this chapter, their development is, to varying degrees, at investigatory stages: DBS and TBS are 
established techniques, though there is a drive to understand their potential applications beyond 
those conditions for which they are currently indicated, while neural stem cell therapies and 
assistive BCIs are still in their infancy. The current state of scientific understanding and 
technological capabilities of these technologies is only one part of delivering effective 
therapeutic interventions. Equally essential to their development is the resources and support to 
conduct basic research and to translate this into safe and practical applications that meet the 
needs of those living with neurological and mental health conditions. In the Chapter 3 we look at 
the role of economic drivers and obstacles to the development of novel neurotechnologies and 
consider the forces that shape these. 

 
225  Goldring Chris EP, Duffy Paul A, Benvenisty N et al. (2011) Assessing the safety of stem cell therapeutics Cell Stem Cell 

8(6): 618-28, at page 620. 
226  Hofstetter CP, Holmström NA, Lilja JA et al. (2005) Allodynia limits the usefulness of intraspinal neural stem cell grafts; 

directed differentiation improves outcome Nature Neuroscience 8(3): 346-53, at page 346.  
227  Duggan PS, Siegel AW, Blass DM et al. (2009) Unintended changes in cognition, mood, and behavior arising from cell-

based interventions for neurological conditions: ethical challenges American Journal of Bioethics 9(5): 31-6. 
228  Ibid, at page 33.  




